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Exchange rate: At the time of publication (January 8, 2009), ZAR9.35 was equivalent to US$1.00.
While the exchange rate fluctuates daily, this rate has been used to provide US
dollar equivalents throughout this report
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
South Africa is host to a small yet vibrant group of microfinance institutions (MFIs) that provide
housing‐specific microfinance (HMF) to a wider and deeper target market than ever before. These
HMF institutions have emerged as survivors from a decade of turbulent development involving rapid
expansion, times of crisis and in certain cases, institutional failure. Recently, a more robust regulatory
framework accompanied by consolidation and capacity building has led to the emergence of fewer,
more focused and financially robust financial institutions offering HMF that are on a sustainable
growth path. However, it is not clear what future awaits these and other institutions considering
providing HMF in South Africa. It is estimated that between 10% and 33% of all microfinance in South
Africa is applied to housing in some way, which implies a housing‐related microfinance portfolio up
to R10.7‐billon (about US$1.1‐billion). Most of this HMF finds its way into housing by default and not
by design. In general, this microfinance is used to finance home improvements or extensions rather
than the development of new housing stock.

The market for HMF in South Africa is potentially much larger
than the current housing‐related microfinance portfolio
suggests. Most households cannot afford the most inexpensive,
entry‐level, new house (affordable at best, to households
earning about R11 500 or US$1 230 a month), and the housing
subsidy programme applies only to those earning less than
R3 500 a month. This leaves about 2.7‐million households, or
22% of the population, in the so‐called Egap marketF between
subsidised housing provision and normal market housing. In
addition, the delivery rate of the housing subsidy scheme is
currently insufficient to meet the existing scale of demand.
Therefore, HMF has the potential to facilitate new housing
delivery on an incremental basis in both the subsidy‐eligible
and gap markets. On top of this, HMF continues to be an
affordable option to facilitate home improvements. This is
especially important among housing subsidy beneficiaries G a potential market of between two‐ and
three‐million households G who wish to add value to their homes so that, over time, they can climb
the housing ladder.

The latter sub‐market, focusing on home improvements, is fairly well‐established, and lenders need
to find creative ways to engage with existing homeowners in this way. In terms of the former sub‐
"'.=5(;, 1)<5C5.;, /)0(1, 2-.%&'3+, 1)0+%*4, #)$%&6, 5*C%.)*"5*(, 7)5+, *)(, -'&%$%('(5;, '*7, %+, '(, (%"5+,
actually hostile, to an incremental housing delivery process. Key problems include legislated
minimum standards that inhibit the ability of households to develop intermediate housing options
and improve these over time and the state‐driven subsidised housing process that delivers only fully‐
subsidised housing products and therefore depresses demand for independent solutions while also
constraining the potential for combining subsidies with microfinance.

@)., "%&.)-%*'*&5, (), -0$-%$, %(+, #)(5*(%'$, '+, ', =56, .5+)0.&5, %*, "55(%*4, /)0(1, 2-.%&'3+, $)<‐income
1)0+%*4;,(15,4)C5.*"5*(3+,1)0+%*4,#)$%&6,'*7,75$%C5.6,'##.)'&15+;,<1%&1,-)&0+5+,)*,',)*&5‐off fully‐
subsidised house, needs reformulating. The structural constraints that actively and passively inhibit
the growth and development of HMF as a key component low‐income housing delivery must be
overcome. Most importantly, this will require an acceptance of, and support for, incremental housing

The growth of housing
microfinance in South
Africa will require
an acceptance of,
and support for,

incremental housing
delivery as an effective
and legitimate route
through which low‐
income households

procure accommodation.
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delivery as the most effective route through which most low‐income households procure
accommodation. In turn, this implies a strategy based on access to land, services and shelter in a
disaggregated way rather than as complete package. This means recognising that many households
build their homes in stages, adding on rooms and upgrading as they get money. The importance of
HMF needs to be seen in this context.

Four key areas of future HMF demand exist: applying microfinance to covering the costs of
improvements and extensions to existing accommodation, as is mostly the case at present; using
HMF to mobilise resources for primary housing access; combining microfinance with private
resources and state subsidies to facilitate access shelter that embraces an incremental approach; and
promoting housing entrepreneurs.

Realising the potential of HMF to contribute towards the housing challenges in South Africa will
require the inputs of many actors on various levels. Firstly, chan45+, (), /)0(1,2-.%&'3+, %*+(%(0(%)*'$,
%*-.'+(.0&(0.5,<%$$,H5,.5I0%.57:,2&(%C5,$)HH6%*4,-).,*5&5++'.6,&1'*45+,(),/)0(1,2-.%&'3+,1)0+%*4,#)$%&6,
and strategy to be more conducive to a HMF‐facilitated housing system will be crucial. In addition,
inputs into the future roles of a revised Development Finance Institution framework in relation to
HMF could help to improve the levels and types of support available to entities providing, or
contemplating providing HMF. Secondly, organisational infrastructure will be required. Facilitative
and support programmes should be implemented by provincial and local governments, non‐
governmental organisations and providers of HMF and the building trades. These should focus on
H0%$7%*4,1)0+51)$7+3, 0*75.+('*7%*4,)-, (15, %*&.5"5*('$,home‐building process, assisting to identify
and source finance and subsidies, and facilitating the building of shelters including access to technical
capacity and building skills, building materials and streamlined plan approvals processes. Thirdly,
pilot HMF lending programmes should be developed to foster innovation in the HMF space. Support
must also be given to MFIs engaging in the housing sector, both through a more focused DFI
framework, as well as by donors themselves. And finally, assisting the development of a co‐ordinated
voice and a proactive lobbying platform for HMF in South Africa should remain a focus of
organisations such as FinMark Trust and HIVOS Foundation, with their focus on financial innovations
that benefit the housing conditions of lower‐income people.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, HMF has started to be recognised internationally as an important component
of low‐%*&)"5,1)0+%*4,+(.'(546:,A15,"'++%C5,+1).('45+,)-,'--).7'H$5,+15$(5.,%*,")+(,)-,(15,<).$73+,
developing nations are one of the most difficult and pervasive development challenges to overcome.
In the light of the consistent failures of conventional housing finance and delivery systems to fulfil
the housing needs of lower‐income people in South Africa and internationally, HMF is increasingly
viewed as an important tool for facilitating access to affordable, appropriate shelter for lower‐
income households (Daphnis and Ferguson, 2004). But, given its newness as a field of study and
practice, there is much still to be learnt about how to successfully mobilise HMF as a component of
overall housing strategy.

South Africa lags behind the emerging international recognition of the developmental role of HMF.
However, South Africa has a small yet vibrant group of MFIs that provide HMF to many households in
more ways than ever before. While only a handful of these MFIs are housing‐specific microfinance
institutions (HMFIs), HMF products are now being offered by a wider array of financial services
providers, and interest in HMF as a future area of business is forthcoming from larger, more
conventional financial institutions and banks. But, there also lies in our recent past a litany of
methodological and institutional HMFI failures, crippled and readjusted housing microlending
portfolios and partially effective Development Finance Institutions (DFIs). .

This relatively confined HMF sub‐sector is starkly contrasted against the rapid growth of the
household credit sector generally in South Africa over the past decade. Macroeconomic stability,
growth in employment and incomes, and lowered inflation rates that have only recently seen upward
pressure, fed a sustained growth and diversification in household credit providers and products, and
a deepening of credit extension to households in previously neglected market segments and
geographic areas. More recently, the tighter regulatory environment on both the supply and demand
side under the new National Credit Act (NCA) has improved the access to credit for all income groups
on a sustainable basis.

The following questions need to be answered by housing and microfinance practitioners, as well as
#)$%&6"'=5.+;, %-,B9@,%+,(),.5'&1, %(+,#)(5*(%'$,'+,'*, %"#).('*(,())$, %*,/)0(1,2-.%&'3+,1)0+%*4,-0(0.5:,
Firstly, can HMF address key parts of our housing demand profile currently unmet by prevailing
housing delivery and conventional financing approaches? Secondly, what changes are required to
development, housing and finance policies to make this a reality? Thirdly, how do we support the
sustainable growth and development of a nascent HMF sector in South Africa in a way that best
converts microfinance to shelter? Seeking affordable shelter solutions from a housing finance
perspective alone is problematic. Rather, this will require a concerted effort to implement more
appropriate human settlement development systems, with more appropriate housing development
and subsidy approaches and standards. It is only within a differently conceptualised human
settlement development framework that low‐income households will be freed up to access
appropriate land and services and incrementally build, improve and trade more appropriate,
adequate, affordable housing of various forms using the catalytic effect of microfinance in South
Africa.
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1.1 Background and approach

This research was funded by the HIVOS Foundation, and managed by FinMark Trust in South Africa.
The study is based on a review of available literature, as well as on interviews with a wide range of
housing and finance practitioners in South Africa.

This paper outlines the sector: who are the players, what frameworks guide their operation and
development, what progress has been made, and what are the challenges and opportunities facing
HMF in South Africa in the future. The paper comprises five sections. Following this introduction,
Section 2 traces the evolution of HMF in South Africa, and outlines the state of play in the sector.
Section 3 sets out the institutional and regulatory framework governing the HMF sector in South
Africa. Section 4 looks at the current an7, -0(0.5, .)$5+, (1'(,B9@, &'*, #$'6, %*, /)0(1,2-.%&'3+, )C5.'$$,
housing strategy and policy, and outlines key potential areas of focus for HMF in the future. Section 5
concludes with key issues and recommendations pertaining to the growth of HMF in South Africa.

1.2 Defining housing microfinance

HMF is a separate subset of microfinance that is applied to housing‐
related activities, whether specified by the lender (required) or
determined by the borrower (desired). While the bulk of South
2-.%&'3+,B9@,#).(-)$%), %+, indistinguishable from general microloans
at their point of origin, HMF warrants a special focus from housing
and finance practitioners alike because of the contribution it can
make to meet a critical developmental need. Different
methodologies for extending HMF more broadly, origination
strategies, and mechanisms that improve the effectiveness of HMF
as a financial and a developmental tool, all need to be considered.

Housing has a number of components, including buying land, accessing services or improving existing
services, constructing either a complete dwelling or by building incrementally, renovating and
maintenance. HMF covers any microfinance invested in these. Housing microloans are generally
unsecured loans granted to individual borrowers, rather than to groups of borrowers (as is
sometimes the case with microenterprise loans)3. Housing‐related microloans are on average larger
than general microloans but seldom exceed the size of the lowest‐level of readily available mortgage
finance products. Sizes vary from R800 to R10 000 (about US$85 to US$1100)4, with some loans
extending to as high as R50 000 (just over US$5 300). Interest rates are on par with microloans
generally. Housing microloans tend to have longer terms than other microfinance loans, (which
average between 12 months and 36 months) due to the capital requirements for housing among
lower‐ and middle‐income households. Because microfinance is generally not linked to a completed
housing product because of the incremental nature of construction, loan sizes and terms are adapted
(),1)0+51)$7+3,%*7%C%70'$,&%.&0"+('*&5+:,

In certain cases, HMF products include additional financial and non‐financial service elements. For
instance, savings schemes that establish the creditworthiness of a borrower prior to extension of a
housing microloan and automatic re‐extension of subsequent loans are options used. From a non‐

3 Group lending approaches are often used as the basis for microenterprise financing internationally, many based on the
Grameen Bank model. Small Enterprise Foundation in South Africa is one such institution providing small loans to the
poorest sector of society to develop and grow small enterprise.
4 This is the upper level identified by the Micro Finance Regulatory Council for exemption from the Usury Act provisions.
This is no longer enforced by the National Credit Act, but remains a definitional benchmark for microfinance in South
Africa.

Housing
microfinance

warrants a special
focus because of the
contribution it can
make to meeting a

critical
developmental need.
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financial perspective, related services such as housing‐related information, design and building
advice and technical assistance for homebuilders are linked to HMF. In certain cases, housing
microlenders institute systems and procedures to assist with procuring materials, in part to ensure
that the loan is used for housing purposes. Such additional services generally require more complex
syste"+,'*7,'7"%*%+(.'(%)*;,5+#5&%'$$6,%-,(15,$)'*3+,'##$%&'(%)*,(),1)0+%*4,5*7+,%+,(),H5,&)*-%."57:
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2 HOUSING MICROFINANCE IN SOUTH AFRICA
This section scopes the extent and nature of housing microfinance in South Africa. An overview of
MFIs offering microfinance is outlined, followed by a description of different types of microfinance
that can be applied to housing purposes. Then the scale of the HMF sector is estimated in relation to
/)0(1,2-.%&'3+,1)0+51)$7,&.57%(,+5&().,%*,45*5.'$:,

A sizeable portion of So0(1,2-.%&'3+,)C5.'$$, 1)0+51)$7,"%&.)-%*'*&5, #).(-)$%), %+, '##$%57, (), 1)0+%*4,
ends. However, most HMF is invested in housing by default, not by design. The proportion of
microfinance targeted specifically at housing applications is small relative to the estimated
#.)#).(%)*,)-, /)0(1,2-.%&'3+,"%&.)-%*'*&5, #).(-)$%), C5+(57, %*, 1)0+%*4;, '+,<5$$, '+, %*, .5$'(%)*, (), (15,
+&'$5,)-,/)0(1,2-.%&'3+,$)<‐income housing demand. In the light of low levels of housing affordability,
struggling formal low‐income housing delivery programmes and the resulting numbers of households
living in inadequate housing conditions, HMF can play a more central role in South Africa.

2.1 Retail microfinance institutions

J%(1%*, /)0(1,2-.%&'3+,"%&.)-%*'*&5, +5&().;, ', .'*45, )-, 7%--5.5*(, (6#5+,)-, 5*(%(%5s provide HMF (see
Table 1). This includes first‐tier institutions (regulated as banks), second‐tier institutions (regulated as
non‐banks), which incorporate MFIs and HMFIs, and third‐tier entities, which are generally
unregulated mutual societies and various kinds of informal moneylenders.

TABLE 1: Overview of housing microfinance institutions in South Africa

TIER AND
CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

EXAMPLES IN SOUTH
AFRICA

(National Credit
Regulator registrations

for May, 2007)
First Tier (regulated as banks under the Banks Act) ! 8 registered with NCR
Commercial banks
offering general

microloans among
other financial

services

Deposit‐taking institutions provide a wide range of
conventional housing finance products including bonds,
pension‐backed loans and general microloans. None provide
housing‐focused microfinance at present. Estimated 10% to
33% of microloans used for housing purposes.

Includes Absa, Standard
Bank, Nedcor and First
National Bank (FNB)

Microfinance
banks

Registered banks focused on the provision of banking services
and microfinance only. Estimated 10% to 33% of microloans
used for housing purposes (See Box)

Includes African Bank,
Capitec and Teba Bank

Second Tier (regulated as non‐banks via the National Credit Act) ! 2 338 registered with NCR

Purely commercial origins, not focused on housing lending.
Estimated 10% to 33% of microloans used for housing
purposes.

More than 2 200
institutions.
Includes Blue Financial
Services and Mafori
Finance

Non‐bank
microfinance
institutions
(credit‐only) Origins in microcredit for small, medium and micro enterprises

(SMME); housing the next progression. Individual loans for
those with secure tenure. Only used for housing if related to
enterprise.

Quantity unknown

Housing‐focused
MFIs.

Commercial origins, but facilitated by housing‐focused DFIs
such as the Rural Housing Loan Fund (RHLF) and National
Housing Finance Corporation (NHFC). Generally a high
proportion of loans focused on housing

About 10 institutions.
Includes Lendcor, Norufin
Housing Finance and
Indlu Housing Finance,
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Origins in developmentally‐focused housing delivery / shelter
Non‐governmental organisations (NGOs) that saw HMF as the
next progression. Many are non‐profit. Small in scale yet
important in impact as they pilot piloting successful
methodologies of extending HMF to low‐income borrowers.

19 Section 21 companies
(non‐profits) and 70
trusts registered with
NCR. The Kuyasa Fund is
the only MFI NOG
explicitly focused on
housing

Co‐operatives and
credit unions
(Saccos)

Co‐operatives governed by co‐operatives legislation, regulated
by NCR providing credit facilities to members. Individual loans
for housing often a coincidental focus.

27 registered with NCR.
Extent of housing lending
unclear

Third Tier (generally unregulated / outside formal system) ! Numbers unknown
Mutual entities,
community‐
based shelter

funds

Usually donor supported, formally constituted largely
collective loans, targeted at most poor.

Stokvels5, SA Homeless
Peoples Federation,
uTshani Fund, Fedup

Informal
moneylenders

Generally do not comply with governing legislation, not
targeted at housing. Has been used by 25% of respondents
(DIG, 2007). Average loan size of R1 194.90 (about US$12 779)
day term, generally no or low interest. Only 1% of such loans
applied to home improvements or repairs, and 1% to home
purchase.

Informal loans sourced
from friends, family,
informal moneylenders
and employers.

Informal, locally
established

savings groups

Group savings based, locally defined approach and use of
funds, either individual or collective loans. Has been used by
31% of urban respondents participate in such groups (DIG,
2007). Members typically contribute an average monthly
amount of R156 (about US$17), and each member of a typical
15‐member group takes the full quota of nearly R3 000 (about
US$320) on a rotating basis. Use for housing unknown.

Many informal revolving
savings and credit
associations
e.g. Stokvels/Saccos and
burial societies

Source: Kecia Rust, FinMark Trust

2.2 Housing microfinance‐related products

Table 2 summarises the key microfinance product types that are used to extend housing microcredit.
Regulated and normal terms of such finance are indicated, as well as the estimated proportions of
credit extended via each instrument that is applied to housing purposes. The status quo in respect of
each of the key types of housing‐related microcredit is discussed below, and examples of their
application in South Africa are outlined.

5 A stokvel is a rotating and credit scheme, similar to a ROCSA (Rotating Savings and Credit Association) in other countries
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TABLE 2: Specification of housing-related microfinance products
TYPE DESCRIPTION EXAMPLES SIZE TERM MAXIMUM INTEREST RATE

Repo Rate = 12% (Sep 2008)
MAXIMUM INITIATION FEES

Secured loans Finance fully or partially secured by attached
assets, e.g. accumulated pension / provident
fund withdrawal benefits, title deeds, fixed or
movable property or joint signatories.

Pension and
provident fund‐
backed housing loans
(all major banks,
many MFIs

Unregulated:
>R5000 (about
US$535)

Unregulated:
! 1 to 30 years

Governed by NCA:
! (Repo rate x 2.2) +10% = 36.4%
per annum

! Generally provided at prime or
prime +/‐ 1‐2%

Governed by NCA
! R150 + 10% of amount
greater than R1000

!Maximum of R1 000

Unsecured credit
facilities

Most common form of microfinance.
Unspecified use. No constraints on application
to housing. Estimated that between 10% and
33% of all household microfinance is applied to
housing‐related purposes (see Box).

Provided by almost
all credit providers in
one form or another,
including banks, MFIs
and community
groups. (e.g.
personal unspecified
use microloans)

Unregulated, Unlikely
to exceed R15
000(about US$1604)
Avg of all microcredit
was R1 800 (about
US$193) in 2007
(MFRC)

Unregulated:
! 7‐60 months

Governed by NCA:
! (Repo rate x 2.2) +20% = 46.4%
per annum

! Generally provided at 40% to
50%. Effective interest (incl.
fees & charges) up to 80%

Governed by NCA :
! R150 + 10% of amount
greater than R1000

!Maximum of R1 000

Housing‐specific
developmental
credit
! Low ‐income

housing loans
! Small and

medium
SMME Loans

Use is limited to housing purposes, including
purchase, development and renovation of
housing. Majority applied to housing, small
leakage into other categories of expenditure.
Up to 100% applied to housing purposes, some
leakage expected.

Housing‐focused
MFIs (e.g. Lendcor) &
housing‐specific MFIs
(e.g Blue Dot
Housing, Indlu
Finance Company &
Norufin Housing
Finance).

Unregulated. Avg of
R7000 (African Bank
estimate) to R12000
(about US$ 1283)
(FSC, 2008). Unlikely
to exceed R30 000
(about US$3208).

Unregulated:
! 7‐60 months

Governed by NCA:
! (Repo rate x 2.2) +20% =

46.4% per annum

Governed by NCA :
! R500 (hsng) / R250 (about
US$53/US$26) (SME) + 10%
of any amount greater than
R1000 (about US$106)

!Maximum of R2 500 (about
US$267)

Savings‐backed
housing microloans

As above, except loan is preceded by a
specified savings period to demonstrate ability
to repay. Savings may be held as collateral
during the term of the loan. Close to 100%
used for housing purposes (RHLF, 2007).

Kuyasa Fund savings‐
backed housing
microloan, requiring
a 3 to 6 month
savings period.

Unregulated, Unlikely
to exceed R15 000

Unregulated:
! 7‐60 months

Governed by NCA:
! (Repo rate x 2.2) +20% = 46.4%
pa (unsecured)

! (Repo rate x 2.2) +10% = 36.4%
pa (secured)

Governed by NCA :
! R500 + 10% of amount
greater than R1000

!Maximum of R2 500

Short‐term loans Loans of up to 6 months in duration,
Unspecified use. Low proportion (2%) used for
housing upgrading, extension or purchase
(DIG, 2007).

Small cash loans from
Banks and MFIs e.g.
Lendcor loans to
pensioners if less
than 6 months term

! Regulated by NCA:
Not to exceed
R8000 (about
US$855).

Regulated by
NCA:
! < 6 months

Governed by NCA:
! 5% per month

Governed by NCA :
! R150 + 10% of amount
greater than R1000

!Maximum of R1000

Credit facilities /
cards

Credit cards, store cards with predetermined
credit limit on a revolving credit basis. Between
10% and 33% applied to housing (See Box)

Credit Cards, store
cards

Unregulated. No
Limits

Unregulated.
! <12 months

Governed by NCA:
! (Repo rate x 2.2) +10% =

36.4% per annum

Governed by NCA :
! R150 (about US$16) + 10% of
amount greater than R1000

!Maximum of R1000
Debit cards Mechanism for accessing capital in bank

account, such as balance of approved loan or
salary. Relies on positive balance in account.

Lendcor Maestro
Debit Card

N/A Variable
depending on
agreement

Depends on underlying credit or
overdraft agreement (if any)

Depends on underlying credit
or overdraft agreement

Informal loans Loans from family & friends, informal lenders
& employers. Very little spent on housing. Low
proportion (2%) used for housing (DIG, 2007).

Various consumption
loans

Not Regulated.
! <R2000 (about
US$213)

Unregulated:
! 30‐90 days

Unregulated. Often interest‐free
from kin up to 50‐100% monthly
interest from moneylenders

Unregulated. Generally
included in interest rate.
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Mortgage and secured loans

For a long time mortgages were considered a panacea for housing finance across all income groups,
irrespective of the poor reach and performance of such products among lower‐income borrowers. In
2006, only 7% (258 000 households) in the Financial Sector Charter (FSC) target market had
mortgages (Meltzer, 2007). The FSC has facilitated the development of new mortgage products
aimed at households with incomes as low as R1 500 a month, and the provision of mortgages of as
little as R20 000 (about US$2139). An example of this %+, @KL3+, /"'.(, L)*7, /(5#‐Up Facility.
Recognition of informal income sources by some financial institutions providing credit for backyard
rental accommodation and buy‐to‐let accommodation is a further innovation (FinMark Trust, 2007).
As Meltzer (2007 p9) #0(+, %(M, N!"#$%&'()*+,-,&.'-*&')/+&0'*&,-*1&1'-.' +#&'().+' $(2)*+-0+'#)3.$0,'
/$0-04&' 2*)134+5+#&6' -*&' 76' 0)'(&-0.' -44&..$7%&' +)' 0)*' 0&4&..-*$%6' 1&.$*&1' 76'(-06' %)8' $04)(&'
households. It is critical therefore that a spectrum of housing finance products is available to enable
#)3.&#)%1.' +)'7)+#'-//)*1'-1&93-+&'.#&%+&*'-01'+)'4*&-+&'4-2$+-%!!. Melzer (2007) goes on to argue
that 2.3‐million households (64% of the FSC market) are constrained in obtaining mortgages: 31%
cannot afford a house; 24% have irregular household income; 19% have a household head who is too
old to take on a mortgage; and the balance had a household head who was or is under debt
administration.

As a relatively easy mechanism to access housing finance, it is somewhat surprising that secured
loans such as pension and provident fund‐backed housing loans are not used by more households.
Meltzer (2007) calculates that only 5% (199 000 households) of a potential market of four‐million
households have pension‐backed loans. This implies that 3.8‐million households (95% of the
potential market) do not use this product. More detailed analysis shows that 30% do not have
pension or provident funds; 38% do not work for large employers; 10% earn too little to afford such a
loan; and 1% are too old to access a secured loan. The 16% balance (640 000 households) represents
the effective demand for secured loans in the country.

2.2.1 Unsecured credit

Unsecured loans are the most common form of microcredit, and also the most common instrument
for housing microlending. Most MFIs offer some form of unsecured microloan with no specified use.
In preference to establishing their own financing arrangements, some retail chains and outlets have
forged relationships with registered credit providers to originate credit within their stores. Satellite
loan originators from specialist finance institutions are located in‐store, or store staff originates loans
on behalf of MFIs directly. For instance, Nedbank (a large first‐tier financial institution) and Retail
Credit Solutions (RCSO,#.)C%75,&.57%(,(),&0+()"5.+,)-,P'+1H0%$7,Q)*5,)-,/)0(1,2-.%&'3+,$'.45+(,H0%$7%*4,
materials supply chains) through loan officers located in Cashbuild stores. Originally, these Nedbank
store outlets were used to originate microfinance for Cashbuild customers specifically (which could
be defined as housing‐focused microfinance) but more recently, Nedbank has started to offer untied
credit to customers instead, for use in these or any other stores.

Also common is direct credit provided by retail stores. While common in the furniture and fashion
industries (such as JD Group, a large furniture and electronics retailer) it is not as common in the
building trades. This is mainly because the main building materials suppliers such as Cashbuild and
L0%$75.+3,J'.51)0+5,'715.%*4,(),(15,)$7,'7'45,(1'(,N4-.#'$.':$0,!.
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2.2.2 Housing‐specific microloans ! developmental credit

The NCA provides for Edevelopmental creditF as a subset of microfinance. This allows MFIs providing
microloans for educational and housing to charge an interest rate premium, and a higher origination
fee because of the more complex nature of granting these loans. Most HMFIs still manage to price
their loans within the normal interest rate and fee caps, in order to keep them competitive.

One successful provider of HMF is Lendcor, a housing‐focused microlender operating in rural
Kwazulu‐Natal and the Eastern Cape province. Lendcor has formal Ecredit sales arrangementsF in
750 independent, participating building materials supply outlets in rural areas. Store owners and
salespeople from the building materials suppliers are trained and incentivised to originate credit
among their customers. This creates a symbiotic relationship between Lendcor, the building
materials supply outlets and their customers. Lendcor has a loan book of over R70‐million,
comprising around 26 000 loans. Over 4 100 of these loans have been combined with housing
subsidies. Lendcor estimates that 60% of loans are used for home improvement, 29% for basic
services, 5% for house extension, 4% for constructing new housing and 2% are used for other
purposes. While originated in‐store, clients are able to repay via debit orders, payroll deduction or
through payments in a network of more than 4 000 collection points. Most,)-,85*7&).3+,&$%5*(+,1'C5,
incomes of below R3 500, with 35% earning less than R1 500 a month (interview: John Aitken).

A range of financial institutions, from the large banks to community‐based lending programmes,
provide microenterprise financing. As with normal microfinance, a portion of such finance can find its
way into housing. The micro‐enterprise being financed requires premises, and many small
enterprises start and develop within the home environment. The 2006 FinScopeR SME survey in
Gauteng found that 70% of all micro‐enterprises were linked to the home in some way. The
microenterprise could also be housing‐based, such as the purchase or development of primary or
secondary rental accommodation. Small Enterprise Foundation (SEF) is a successful example of an
innovative microenterprise MFI, even though it does not specifically grant housing‐related
microfinance. SEF is a not‐for‐profit microlender that started in 1992, based on the Grameen Bank
group lending model. SEF focuses on providing small microenterprise loans to groups of five people
earning less than half of the poverty line. Currently, SEF has 47 000 active borrowers and a total loan
portfolio of R56‐million (about US$5.9‐million), with an average loan size of R1 700 (about US$181)
(only marginally less than the average microloan size in South Africa generally). Since
commencement, 130 000 loans have been disbursed, with write‐offs running at less than half a
percent of total book size. SEF has an 84% client retention rate.

Group lending approaches based on the Grameen Bank model are used for microenterprise
financing, yet the number of formal group savings and lending schemes that have demonstrated
success in the housing environment is limited.

2.2.3 Short‐term loans

Short‐term loans of up to six months are not generally used for housing. However, another type of
short‐term loan is provided by building materials retail stores, which allow customers to pay on
terms. For instance, suppliers may give customers 30 or 60 days to pay off an account at an agreed
interest rate6. Generally, such short terms are not suitable for the larger amounts and longer periods
associated with housing lending. DIG (2007) found that only 2% of such loans were used for housing
improvement or purchase. However, Lendcor has had some successes with small (as low as R900),

6 The NCA provides for an interest rate of up to 25% per month to be charged on overdue accounts.
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short‐term loans granted to pensioners in rural areas that are used for housing‐related materials (e.g.
paint or other repairs).

2.2.4 Credit cards

Credit cards are no longer offered only by first‐tier credit providers. Certain second‐tier organisations
now also offer cards7. Credit cards are increasingly being made available to lower‐income consumers
(earning down to R1 500 (about US$160) a month) in preference to unsecured microloans due to
their portability, relative payment security when compared to dealing with cash, wide acceptance,
multiple repayment options and the ability to revolve and extend additional credit to good clients. It
is not yet known whether credit cards are used for housing‐related expenditure in the same way as
other unsecured microfinance, as they are generally associated with consumer expenditure.

A number of retail chains partner with existing credit providers to provide branded credit cards that
often offer some separate benefits such as a loyalty programme or discounts on purchases, such as
Edcon and Woolworths. As with store‐issued microcredit, this has not been popular in the building
trades, which still focus on cash sales and giving terms on building materials supplied.

2.2.5 Debit cards

The use of debit cards for accessing and using microcredit is growing. FinScopeR South Africa 2007
showed the largest growth in access to formal financial services in this category (a year‐on‐year
growth of 67%). These offering similar benefits to credit cards in portability, acceptance and security,
and there is less risk as added security is provided by only allowing borrowers to draw down on a
predetermined balance and not to revolve this credit, as is the case with a credit card.

An increasing number of third‐tier operators, including Lendcor and Mafori Finance, offer debit cards.
As with credit cards, it remains to be seen whether debit cards become a common way for dispensing
housing loans. Certainly, an opportunity exists to create housing‐tied credit or debit cards that can be
used only for certain predetermined housing‐related costs (such as building materials and contractor
payments) or used only at specified housing‐related materials supply companies.

2.2.6 Informal loans

Informal loans are generally provided by kin or informal moneylenders, are small in size and
repayment duration. DIG (2007) found that only around 2% of these loans were used for housing
improvements or purchase and are much more commonly applied to emergency expenses such as
food and educational costs.

2.3 Scale of housing microlending in South Africa

No composite statistics are kept relating to the scale of housing
microlending in South Africa. As a result, any attempt to determine
/)0(1, 2-.%&'3+, 1)0+%*4, "%&.)$5*7%*4, #).(-)$%), "0+(, .5$6, )*, )C5.'$$,
credit statistics and specific credit use surveys to estimate this.

2.3.1 Number and size of microfinance operators

Table 3 shows the number of microloan entities registered with the
NCR and their branch network, up to May 2007. Between 2000 and
2007, the number of registered credit providers and the number of

7 African Bank recently launched a Visa Gold Card that will be offered to all new customers, as well as to its existing client
base.

It is estimated that
the total housing‐

related microfinance
portfolio in South
Africa is between
R3.2‐billion (about
US$339‐million) and
R10.7‐billion (about
US$1.1‐billion).
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branches doubled in number. From December 2005 to May 2007 alone the number of registered
credit providers increased by 14%.

TABLE 3: Number of microloan entities and branches
July 2000
Branches

and entities

Dec 2001
Branches

and entities

Dec 2002
Branches

and entities

Dec 2003
Branches

and entities

Dec 2004
Branches

and entities

Dec 2005
Branches

and entities

May 2007
Branches

and entities

E B E B E B E B E B E B E B

Banks 9 322 9 2 070 9 1 831 8 2 616 9 3 066 8 3 327 8 3 439

Public 9 386 7 821 6 59 5 10 7 20 3 9 5 16

Private 166 2 734 187 2 214 192 2 875 199 2 753 287 2 963 256 3 723 290 3 763

CC 963 1 917 1 050 1 686 1 009 1 573 1 112 1 684 1 488 2 205 1 679 2 523 1 927 2 865

Trusts 75 189 75 142 64 127 58 112 68 121 65 118 70 138

Sec 21 16 62 17 50 17 52 22 63 20 60 18 46 27 47

Co‐ops 1 16 1 18 1 17 26 42 26 42 27 47 19 51

Total 1 239 5 630 1 346 7 001 1 298 6 534 1 430 7 280 1 905 8 477 2 056 9 793 2 346 10 319

MFRC website, MFRC Quarter Overview (May, 2007)

In March, 2007, the sizes of consumer debt portfolios across South African credit providers were as
follows: six entities had consumer debt of over R15‐billion (about US$1.6‐billion), 11 had consumer
debt of between R5 (less than a dollar) and R15‐billion, 26 between R1‐billion (about US$106‐million)
and R5‐billion (US$530), 99 between R100‐million (US$10.7) and R1‐billion, 191 between R5‐million
and R100‐million, 293 between R1‐million (about US$106 950) and R5‐million and 3 342 entities had
consumer debt of less than R1‐million. This indicates that although there is an apex of large financial
institutions in the microfinance sector, there are still a large number of smaller entities,
notwithstanding the stricter operating conditions imposed by the NCA.

2.3.2 Consumer credit and microfinance portfolio growth

Between 2000 and 2007, the South African economy showed sustained growth, with declining
interest rates (with the exception of interest rate peaks in 2004) up to 2006. This economic stability
and growth has been the most important catalyst in the growth in household credit in South Africa,
and the most important reason for the rapid increase in the numbers of MFIs operating in the
country, and in the explosion of consumer credit.

Consumer credit grew from a total loan book of R290‐billion (about US$30‐billion) in 2002 to R681‐
billion (about US$72.8‐billion) in 2006, and breached the R1‐trillion mark in 2008 (FEASibility, 2006
and Interview: Gabriel Davel and Marlene Heymans, NCR). Figure 1 illustrates the proportion of this
total household credit portfolio attributed to microfinance.
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FIGURE 1: Microfinance industry gross loan book

Source: Final Micro Lending Industry Overview (August, 2007)
Note: This cover quarters from May 2004 to May 2007. No figures available yet for 2008

The gross microfinance loan book in South Africa as at May, 2007 was R29.3‐billion (about US$3.1‐
billion), an increase of 70.6% between May, 2004 and May, 2007. Total microfinance disbursements
for the 12 months ending May, 2007 was R32‐billion (about US$3.4‐billion), comprising 4.6‐million
loans with an average size of R1 767 (about US$189). This reflects 15.9% growth on the previous year
when disbursements were R28.7‐billion (about US$3‐billion), even though the growth rate has
slowed down notably from the year‐on‐year rate of 19% reported at the end of February 2007. The
year‐on‐year growth reported for quarter ending November 2006 was 22%. Reasons for this
slowdown in the rate of growth include a 4.5% increase in interest rates since 2006, and general
inflationary pressure on the economy primarily due to increases in costs of fuel and primary
foodstuffs.

A15, %"#'&(, (1'(, B9@, %+, 1'C%*4, %*, /)0(1, 2-.%&'3+, 0.H'*, '*7, .0.'$, $)<‐income settlements is
increasingly evident, albeit that this is mainly focused on incremental improvements to existing
housing in urban areas, and upgrades to housing and services in rural areas. Considering that the
HMF portfolio could be as high as R10‐billion (about US$1.06‐billion), this generates a massive
amount of construction activity. Research data and anecdotal evidence indicate that in certain
subsidised housing areas, over half of the houses had incremental extensions and improvements
within a period of five years.

2.3.3 Housing microfinance portfolio

It is estimated that the total housing‐related microfinance portfolio in South Africa is between R3.2‐
billion (about US$339‐million) (assuming 10% of all microloans are applied to housing) and R10.7‐
billion (about US$1.1‐billion) (assuming 33% of all microloans are applied to housing) (See Box
below). Within the FSC target market (households earning between R1 600 and R9 080 (about
US$171 and US$971) a month) in 2007 alone, 96 790 unsecured loans for housing‐related purposes
were originated with a total value of R1.22‐billion, about US$129‐million (with an average loan of
R12 614, about US$1 349). Between 2004 and 2007 the number of unsecured loans originated in the
FSC market has increased by 138% and the value of loans by 261%8. None of the FSC signatories are
housing‐specific microlenders, and only one of these (African Bank) claims to contribute a housing‐
related microloan book of R2‐billion (About US$2.2‐million) to the FSC targets.

8 Banking Association of South Africa (2008) FSC Update Presentation
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Application of general microloans to housing purposes

There is not yet any definitive answer on what proportion of standard microloans are used for housing
purposes, except that this proportion is significant. The MFRC, in its final statistical bulletin in August, 2006
calculated a figure of 10.1% of all microfinance disbursements for housing. This was 1.1% short of the
proportion used for educational purposes, and over double the amount applied to SMME needs. Collins (2006),
in a Financial Diaries Focus Note includes a figure of 13% of,Fsignificantly sized borrowed or saved amountsF
were used for housing. African Bank estimates that 24% of its entire microfinance portfolio is used for housing
purposes. This figure is based on an annual survey of a statistically representative sample of borrowers
(Interview: Johan De Ridder). A recent study into the use of, and demand for, financial services among low‐
income people in urban areas in South Africa (DIG, 2007) finds that of the 13% of respondents who had
accessed loans from formal financial institutions over the last three years, 33% of these loans were applied to
housing improvements, and a further 2% were used to buy housing.

2.3.4 Housing‐related microlenders

There are very few housing‐focused MFIs operating in South Africa at present, and only a handful of
housing‐specific MFIs. Many MFIs that previously engaged in housing‐specific microlending are now
providing general (non‐housing specific) lending as well. In addition, other MFIs are branching into
the provision of other financial services products such as mortgage finance (e.g. Blue), insurance
products, credit or debit cards (e.g. Lendcor) and cellphone airtime. As a result, it is becoming
increasingly difficult to separate housing‐specific MFIs from general MFIs that also offer microfinance
products targeted at housing purposes.

This trend towards diversified lending, as well as the failure of, and consolidation of, a number of
housing‐specific MFIs over the past six years must not viewed as a failure of housing microlending.
Rather, these are responses to changes in the operational environment in which commercial
imperatives are of paramount importance. Mergers, buy‐outs and loan book consolidations have had
a lot to do with this. Also, a housing policy environment that overtly and covertly constrains the
potential of HMF has constrained the growth of housing‐specific lending methodologies. There is
little inherent commercial benefit for MFIs to focus on housing‐specific lending at present, and with
the regularisation of the entire microfinance industry in South Africa, HMFIs have found it necessary
to develop broader operational strategies to ensure their sustainability. In general terms, MFIs have
had to focus more on improving their liquidity and lending efficiencies, and as a result generally focus
on growing their loan portfolios to dilute fixed costs.

There are now only a handful of housing‐specific MFIs in South Africa, of which Kuyasa Fund is a key
example. Many more provide housing‐specific products within a wider bouquet of financial services
offerings. For instance, Beehive Financial Services Group offers Indlu home loans (both microloans
and mortgages), but also offers cellphone banking, other microloans, insurance and savings products
linked to credit extension. Blue, a general microfinancier now offers mortgage and home
improvement loans, as does Bayport Financial Services. Lendcor can be considered as still being
primarily focused on providing HMF, even though it now also offers furniture and personal loans and
a debit card.

There is another positive trend in HMF. An increasing number of general MFIs, and even larger banks
and financial institutions, are considering introducing housing‐focused microfinance products.
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Case study: The Kuyasa Fund

The Kuyasa Fund is a non‐profit organisation established in 1999 by the Development Action Group, a South
African NGO. The aim of the fund is to create sustainable households and communities through facilitating
access to housing finance for low‐income people. The Kuyasa Fund mobilises savings groups, provides HMF to
people through a branch infrastructure and undertakes research and development work. Its lending
methodology is based on clients demonstrating a savings record prior to being granted finance, and also
requires confirmation that loans are used for housing. Kuyasa Fund is also one of the few microlenders that has
managed to link subsidy and microfinance successfully, albeit as a part of a staged process

Kuyasa Fund provides HMF to clients with average incomes of R1 600 (about US$171) a month. Microloans are
used to top up government subsidies to enhance housing produced through the National Housing Subsidy
Scheme (NHSS) as well as for incremental home improvements. Clients save in groups for six months, after
which savings are held as a 10% security deposit for the term of the loan. Loans vary from R1 000 to R10 000
(about US$107 to US$1 070), with a maximum term of 30 months. Interest rates are 40% per annum. Clients
are able to roll over subsequent loans without the savings requirements.

In April 2008, the Kuyasa Fund had a portfolio of around 3 000 loans with a total loan book of R11.8‐million
(US$1.2‐million) implying an average loan size of just under R4 000 or US$428. Current provisions are 4.5%,
which is well below the microfinance industry average The success of Ku6'+',@0*73+,"5(1)7)$)46, %+,-%.+($6, %*,
extending credit on a sustainable basis into mostly unbanked communities, and secondly in the value that
'&&.05+,%*,H)..)<5.+3,1)0+5+,(1'(,%+,<5$$,)C5.,(15,C'$05,)-,(15,$)'*,%*C5+(57,%*,%(:,

For seven years, Kuyasa Fund has had difficulty raising capital for its lending activities and relied on softer loans
sourced mainly from donor agencies. Over the past two years, Kuyasa has started to attract interest from
commercial lenders (larger banks and provident funds) wishing to either extend lines of credit to Kuyasa, or
partner with it in its future growth. This, indeed, is a sign that a company lending exclusively to unbanked
people for housing has come of age. The test now is how Kuyasa balances the growth of its lending portfolio on
', &)""5.&%'$, H'+%+, <1%$5, +(%$$, .5('%*%*4, %(+, 75C5$)#"5*('$, -)&0+:, >06'+'3+, -0(0.5, +(.'(546;, From Success to
Significance aims to grow its book to 300 000 loans over the next five years.

Given the diversification of lending portfolios it is difficult to determine the size of housing‐
microfinance portfolios. However, most MFIs focus on housing lending still use National Housing
Finance Corporation (NHFC) and/or RHLF wholesale finance facilities, even though there is not a one‐
to‐one relationship between HMF lending and these two wholesale financiers. Many MFIs use their
own resources, as well as other wholesale finance facilities and other capitalisation mechanisms,
such as listings, mergers or share transactions, to fund their loan books. However, NHFC and RHLF‐
facilitated housing lending helps to ascertain the general scale of housing focused‐microlending in
South Africa. In 2008, RHLF facilitated the extension of 3 000, mostly housing‐related, microloans
with an average size of R2 864 (about US$306.3), and grew its loan book to nearly R180‐million
(about US$19.25‐million). Its target for 2009 is 45 000 loans, which should grow the total book to
beyond R200‐million (about US$21.39‐million). The NHFC on the other hand facilitated the extension
of 7 576 loans through wholesale funding activities in 2008, and aims to increase this to nearly 12 000
loans in 2009. The size of this loan portfolio is not known. Together, RHLF and NHFC therefore
facilitate the extension of around 45 000 mostly housing‐related loans through their clients per
annum, with an estimated combined portfolio of R250‐million (about US$26.7‐million)

2.3.5 Increasing market share

Over the past two years, but specifically immediately prior to implementing the NCA, there has been
a concerted effort to gain market share and increase loan book size to improve organisational
viability. The key driver of this is the NCA, which has levelled the playing fields among credit
providers. This does inadvertently favour larger, established MFIs and financial institutions over
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smaller operators. Many of the larger entities already had NCA‐compliant systems and procedures or
only need to undertake minor adjustments to corporate governance arrangements, systems,
procedures and reporting requirements to become NCA‐compliant (Interview: Johan De Ridder,
African Bank). Larger MFIs and banks are also better able to spread additional costs incurred across
larger lending portfolios, leverage technology to improve compliance and book performance, and
absorb reduced margins in the short‐ to medium‐term.

Different strategies have been followed. African Bank has taken over Ellerines, a large furniture
retailer with a substantial loan portfolio. A1%+,%*&.5'+5+,2-.%&'*,L'*=3+,$)'*,H))=,-.)",?ST‐billion to
R19‐billion (about US$1.28‐billion and US$2‐billion), with a customer overlap of only 10% to 12%
between the two books. Therefore, African Bank gained access to a large client base and is able to
apply its streamlined lending practices to managing this new portfolio. African Bank is not currently
considering a specific housing‐related product. Teba B'*=;,)*5,)-,/)0(1,2-.%&'3+,$'.45+(,H'*=+,(1'(,%+,
focused on providing banking services and microloans (including housing loans) to low‐income rural
people recently failed in a bid to purchase Meeg bank in an attempt to grow its portfolio, and will
now pursue an organic growth strategy or acquisitions should the right opportunity present itself
(Business Day, April 2008). Furthermore, Lendcor has recently sold a majority share to Mettle,
partially to access greater capital resources.

2.3.6 Product and lending base diversification

U.5'(5., 7%--%&0$(%5+, %*, +)0.&%*4, &.57%(<).(16, &$%5*(+, %+, H54%**%*4, (), -)&0+, -%*'*&%'$, %*+(%(0(%)*+3,
energies on diversifying their product range within their existing markets, as well as expanding into
new markets. A number of operators have elected to enter the credit and debit card market, which is
viewed as a major product growth area that can be marketed to existing and new customers. For
instance, African Bank has recently launched a Visa Card, which it will now offer to its existing and
new clients. Lendcor has introduced a Debit Card in partnership with WIZZIT, a cellphone banking
operator that serves a similar demographic to Lendcor. Other MFIs have opted to target specific
geographic and demographic niches. Other markets for credit are also being pursued in addition to
housing lending. For instance, Lendcor provides microloans to low‐income rural borrowers as small
as a few hundred rands, originated by staff of building materials supply outlets working on behalf of
Lendcor.

Certain previously housing‐specific microlenders such as Lendcor now offer general microfinance and
other targeted products such as micro‐enterprise microfinance in addition to their core building
materials loans. Others are now looking at providing housing credit as a separate product rather than
as their entire lending base9. Newer entrants to the industry, such as Mafori Finance, have obtained
RHLF lines of credit on the understanding that a portion of their portfolio will go to housing, albeit
that they will not initially market a specific housing credit product (Interview, Pakie Mpahlele).

>06'+', @0*73+, Q+55, H)DO, ('.45(,"'.=5(, %+, #.57)"%*'*($6, 0*H'*=57;, $)<‐income urban households
wanting to improve their housing circumstances. In another example of diversification, Real People
now offers standard microfinance in addition to specialist housing products, including a rent‐to‐buy
product and holding housing for rental.

Lendcor has also taken the route of targeting an almost unbanked market of low‐income rural people
through providing credit for the purchase of building materials. However, its expansion strategies
include looking at higher‐income groups, and branching out into providing non‐housing credit such as
small enterprise financing. Indlu, on the other hand, sees increasing market share in the space at the

9 Some interviewees requested confidentiality regarding this issue, due to its strategic nature.
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lower end of the FSC target market. Where formal banks are now more reticent to lend at the
bottom of the market, Indlu has targeted a new source of clientele for its origination of housing loans
that are then transferred to Gateway Home Loans, a the NHFC.

Kagisano, a company that offers both microloans and mortgages, has changed its name to Credit U,
and expanded its financial offerings from microloans to include financial services, mobile technology
and insurance products. Credit U is listed on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE).

2.3.7 Engagement of large financial institutions in housing microlending

There has never been a stronger focus on housing‐related microfinance, given that the FSC includes
this in its overall lending targets. The figures show that HMF is not only the ambit of small,
developmentally‐focused, not‐for‐profit organisations, but has the potential to be a profitable area of
business for all credit providers. The growth in the provision of regular microfinance provided
voluntarily through highly profitable, commercial financial institutions such as Capitec and African
Bank, as well as the largest banks in the country (including Standard Bank, Nedbank and Absa) proves
that microfinance is a useful mechanism through which lower‐income households can access capital
for housing‐related purposes. Absa has a strategic plan to roll‐out a new incremental housing credit
product and distribution network, probably in partnership with existing housing microfinanciers.
Currently, Absa is in the process of rolling out an SMME microcredit product, which will be followed
by a foray into housing lending (Interview, Gerhard Coetzee). Old Mutual Finance is also assessing
opportunities in this area.

2.3.8 Innovation in credit extension and collections

There has been an increase in innovations relating to how housing microloans are originated and
managed. In addition to normal approaches (branch networks, kiosks and central call centres), other
avenues are being explored. It is still considered less risky to structure arrangements with employers
that provide a new point of contact with customers and reduces lending risk via payroll deductibility
or debit order repayments. In addition, other financial institutions provide credit through retail
stores. For example, Nedbank and RCS provide credit to Cashbuild customers, a large national
building supply retail network. . Lendcor incentivises employees of rural building materials suppliers
to originate loans for customers for buying building materials. Loans are approved by Lendcor and
collected via a large network of retail service points.

South Africa has a sophisticated information and telecommunications platform, which holds much
promise for extending banking services to the poor. One new operator taking advantage of this is
WIZZIT, a cellphone‐based banking operation that is a division of the Bank of Athens and commenced
operations in 2004. WIZZIT operates across all cellphone networks, and offers millions of cellphone
subscribers the chance of linking to transactional banking services wherever they have signal. WIZZIT
offers cellphone banking at substantially reduced costs over first tier banks. Services include person‐
to‐person payments, cell airtime and electricity voucher top‐ups and account payments. It also has a
Maestro‐branded debit card for purchases, and full banking functionality including debit orders,
transfers and access to point‐of‐sale devices and ATMs at substantially reduced banking costs (SA
Computer Magazine, October 2005). Such technology will prove useful for certain credit providers
such as Lendcor that has a low‐income, rural client base with limited access to formal banking
services. Other operators such as Mafori Finance indicated that in using technology to provide credit,
the time taken to apply for, approve and disburse money remotely should be reduced to a few
minutes, at little increased risk to lenders.
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In general, there are now a number of known, tried‐and‐tested credit management software
programmes available on the market. With or without pressure from the NCA, many microlenders
have installed these systems to improve their operational performance

Housing microfinance in Africa

This box aims to provide a broad‐brush overview of HMF in Africa, as a way to compare the position in South Africa. Figure x
shows that over half of all people in the seven African countries shown are excluded from banking services. South Africa has
the highest levels of access to formal banking services, followed by Namibia and Botswana.

FIGURE 2: Access to banking services in Africa

Source: Rust, K (2008): Housing Finance in Africa: The State of Practice and Opportunities for Engagement Presentation to
SIDA Workshop

In general terms, the limited access to financial services in for instance Zambia, Uganda and Tanzania are a
&)*+5I05*&5,)-,(15+5,&)0*(.%5+3,5"5.45*&5,-.)",5&)*)"%&'$$6,75C'+('(%*4,&)""'*7 economies and a period
of economic regeneration over the past decade. Until recently, these economies were characterised by thin
capital markets dominated by the sale of Treasury Bills to fund government expenditure. High rates of interest,
often over 30%, and inflation discouraged lending of any sort. On the demand side, large‐scale unemployment
prevailed. Even the small proportions of formally‐employed people earn meagre salaries, often insufficient to
afford conventional mortgage finance (Gardner, 2007).

Many of these countries have now entered periods of political regularisation and economic reform, which have
led to greater stability and growth. Financial markets have been freed up and are deepening, most even
starting to gain interest from overseas investors in emerging markets. Economies are under tighter
management and the economic fundamentals necessary for successful credit extension are improving. Lower
interest rates, fair regulation of banks and non‐bank institutions, improved recognition of property rights and
the rule of law in relation to the ability to transact, foreclose and collect on defaulted loans, and risk mitigation
mechanisms such as establishing credit bureaux have increased credit extension across the continent. Most
African countries have seen a rapid growth in the number of financial institutions, specifically non‐bank
microfinance providers, but these still provide only limited access to credit and are focused mainly in large
urban areas. Most of the large multinational banks are focused on high net worth, upper‐income and business
clients, providing transactional banking and mortgage financing to a select few. However, most are now also
engaging in the unsecured credit market as well. Most microfinance providers do not specify any particular use
of credit, implying that the majority is used for consumer goods. However, there is a concerted push by some
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of the large multinational banks to focus housing lending downmarket. As with South Africa, a proportion of
microfinance does find its way into housing, and there are a few microlenders who specifically provide housing
credit products. There is also a small grouping of NGO‐supported and community‐driven housing lenders
pushing the boundaries of HMF access downmarket and into unserved areas, specifically rural areas. These
entities face many of the problems faced by their counterparts in South Africa. Organisational development
problems limit their efficiency, the lack of clear credit extension practices result in high levels of default, and a
lack of access to sources of affordable capital limits their ability to grow their lending books and geographic
cover. In addition, a lack of financial literacy and very low incomes limit the number of people willing and able
to access housing credit.

The limited access to housing credit forces many African households to adopt alternative shelter procurement
strategies in a similar vein to South Africa, except that lower‐income households do not have the promise of
access to a subsidised serviced site and house that is available to the lucky few in South Africa. High‐income
people participate in a thin formal housing market supported by limited access to mortgage and quasi‐
mortgage products. Middle‐income households are forced to fend for themselves. Access to land is either by
buying a stand in existing proclaimed areas, limited newly‐planned private housing areas or in areas with
communal or informal tenure. Access to land is generally informal or illegal, services are almost exclusively
provided on‐site and shelter is constructed incrementally as resources permit. Limited savings and small, very
short‐term, often informal loans are used to stockpile materials or pay for incremental construction. As with
South Africa, most of these countries have extremely constrained formal housing supply sectors and as a result,
no secondary housing markets due to the lack of suitable, affordable housing products for purchase.

An emerging model of housing provision for middle‐income people in these conditions is the complete
development of housing estates, including land assembly and planning, provision of bulk and internal services,
construction, home financing and ongoing urban management that circumvents the many constraints and
blockages in following the normal route for each of these processes. The Lilayi housing development in Lusaka,
Zambia, is an example. However, for the poor, the options are limited to informal settlement of land and
incremental construction of accommodation and services in the hope that such areas may be regularised in the
future. Rust (2008) identifies the following possible strategies for growing the availability of housing credit in
Africa. Firstly, forging linkages between formal financial markets and housing microlenders to improve liquidity.
Secondly by channeling sources of capital from a variety of players including NGOs, capital markets and
wholesale lenders through a special purpose vehicle (SPV) that intermediates between these actors and HMFIs.
The role of the SPV is to enhance organisational capacity of borrowers, assist with land and housing supply, and
provide sources of capital to HMFIs. Thirdly, improving design and targeting of housing‐related financial
products including smaller mortgage products, secured and partially secured loans (specifically
pension/provident fund backed loans), shared equity products and encouraging lending for home‐based
enterprise. Finally, a greater flow if information from what makes HMF work in Africa and elsewhere can help
to guide the development of alternative housing lending models.

There is limited knowledge on the status of HMF in Africa. FinMark Trust is engaging in extending this
knowledge base through research reports, primary studies and a recent regional workshop. What microfinance
activity exists is at a very small, yet increasing scale, but in relation to housing‐specific microfinance is also
primarily donor‐dependent. As with South Africa, HMF has a long road to sustainability.
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3 POLICY, REGULATORY AND INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK
FOR HOUSING MICROFINANCE

This section provides an overview of the institutional and regulatory context of housing microfinance
in South Africa, as well as the nature of the players in the HMF industry. Establishing a formal role for
HMF in South Africa has not been backed by any specific strategy, policy initiative or institution. This
remains a,=56,<5'=*5++,%*1%H%(%*4,(15,&)*(.%H0(%)*,(1'(,B9@,&'*,"'=5,(),'$$5C%'(%*4,/)0(1,2-.%&'3+,
low‐income housing crisis. However, the prescripts for policies that indirectly encouraged the growth
)-,B9@, '.5, %75*(%-%'H$5, %*, /)0(1,2-.%&'3+, *5<,1)0+%*4, #)$%&6, -.'"5<).=+, +%*&5, SVVW. More recent
changes in the financial sector have also provided a platform for growth of HMF in the future.

3.1 Policy framework influencing housing microfinance in South Africa

X.%).,(),/)0(1,2-.%&'3+,-%.+(,75")&.'(%&,5$5&(%)*,%*,SVVW;,$%(($5,5"#1'+%+,was placed on HMF as a viable
component of housing policy. Internationally, the microfinance sector was just beginning its rise to
prominence in housing literature and practice. Historically, apartheid policies excluded most South
African households from access to urban economies generally, and from secure access to land and
housing specifically. This in turn constrained access to, and the growth of, the basic systems
necessary to underpin a vibrant housing sector. The most notable of these are secure access to land,
infrastructure services, processes for developing accommodation and housing finance markets.
Consequently this constrained the evolution and growth of housing and finance systems to meet the
needs of low‐income households specifically and focused attention on basic issues of urban access
and rights to housing. The focus of housing finance remained squarely on mortgage‐based lending.

/)0(1, 2-.%&'3+, 7emocratisation in 1994 brought with it a sweeping change to housing policy and
practice. When the South African government released the Housing White Paper in December 1994,
it outlined a new housing policy and strategy based on fostering broad‐based home ownership across
all income groups. The cornerstone of this new housing policy was the NHSS, based on a lump sum
grant to eligible lower‐income households earning less than R3 500 (US$ 375) a month. This grant
gives qualifying beneficiaries a basic 30m2‐40m2 Eminimum standardF house10 on a serviced site at no
cost and with freehold tenure. A secondary subsidy, namely the Finance‐Linked Individual Subsidy
Programme (FLISP) was introduced in 2005 to attempt to extend housing access to those earning
more than the cut‐off for the fully‐ subsidised units, but not earning enough to afford housing in the
open market Y the so‐called Egap housingF market earning between R3 500 and R7 000 per month.
FLISP links a limited subsidy amount that reduces with increasing income to housing purchased using
mortgage finance.

Housing finance was identified as a critical element of the new housing policy, and has been a
#5.5**%'$,'.5',)-,75H'(5,<%(1%*,/)0(1,2-.%&'3+,#)+(‐1994 housing environment. Two strategies were
proposed for dealing with problems relating to access to housing finance. On the one hand, the
policy sought to stabilise the housing environment and thereby encourage greater lending
7)<*"'.=5(, H6, (15,5D%+(%*4, H'*=+,<1%&1, &)"#.%+57, (15, &)0*(.63+, -%*'*&%'$, $5*7%*4, +5&().. On the
other hand, the policy sought to mobilise housing finance by establishing wholesale financing
capacity that would support the emergence of a cadre of housing‐focused, non‐bank lenders to offer
housing loans to low‐income earners.

10 The minimum standard was originally 30m2, but was increased to 40m2 in certain provinces in 2007. The subsidy
quantum has been escalated in line with CPIX (Consumer Price Index less mortgages) since 1996.
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The stabilisation strategy led to a range of initiatives. Early on, various institutions were set up to
encourage banks to extend their loans downmarket. The Mortgage Indemnity Fund was established
to provide banks with indemnity against non‐commercial risk when they lent to the target market
(households earning less than R3 500 (about US$375) a month) in pre‐approved areas. Servcon
B)0+%*4,/)$0(%)*+,<'+,5+('H$%+157,(),('=5,)C5.,(15,H'*=+3,*)*‐performing books in the low income
market. The Masakhane Campaign was launched to encourage people to pay their rates and service
charges to the local authority and to meet their bond repayment responsibilities. The National Home
Builders Registration Council (NHBRC) was established to regulate quality in the building industry and
to provide consumers with a warranty against bad building. The National Urban Reconstruction and
Housing Agency (Nurcha) was established as a guarantor of end‐user loans and building loans,
although Nurcha soon took on other core roles not related to end‐user housing credit. Of these
various initiatives, only the NHBRC remains in its original form, and Nurcha and Servcon survive but
with different operational mandates.

The housing finance mobilisation strategy led to the establishment of two institutions which would
encourage increased lending for housing purposes to low‐income earners by providing wholesale
finance and market development support to specialist housing lenders, micro financiers, social
housing institutions (SHIs) and primary market lenders (or mortgage loan originators). The NHFC was
established to support, broadly, the emergence of such institutions in urban areas, and the RHLF was
established to support the emergence of housing lenders operating in non‐metropolitan and rural
areas.

In part, as a result of the policies set out in the Housing White Paper but also in response to market
opportunities in the new democratic society, the low‐income housing finance sector expanded and
diversified considerably throughout the 1990s and into the present decade (Rust, 2002). Efforts to
diversify the non‐bank, or alternative niche market lending sector for housing, were initially
successful. A range of new lenders emerging shortly after the NHFC and RHLF were established. For
instance, in September 1999, th5, KB@P3+, &$%5*(, #.)-%$5, %*&$0757, (1.55, +"'$$, H'*=+;, TT, *)*‐bank
lenders, two building material suppliers, eight housing associations and one Provincial Development
Corporation. While this has decreased considerably since then, the role of these two organisations, in
the provision of housing finance remains important, especially to the extent that their retail exposure
is deeper in specific areas and that they accept traditionally higher‐risk clients.

In 1999, the MFRC was established to regulate the massive growth of microfinanciers in South Africa,
primarily to protect the public from exploitative business practices resulting from the exemption of
microfinanciers from the Usury Act11.

Although initial efforts to increase bank lending for low‐income housing seemed unsuccessful, the
banks agreed in November 2003 to extend housing finance to households earning between R1 500 to
R7 500 a month (adjusted annually by CPIX) in terms of their FSC obligations.

11 The MFRC was established in accordance with the Usury Act Exemption Notice.
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The Financial Sector Charter

The Financial Sector Charter (FSC), which came into effect in 2004, is a transformation charter in terms of the Broad‐Based
Black Economic Empowerment Act (2003). In addition to a wide range of sector transformational targets, the charter sets
targets for the financial sector i*, .5$'(%)*, (), '&&5++, (), -%*'*&%'$, +5.C%&5+, )-, /)0(1, 2-.%&'3+, #)).;, '*7, Eempowerment
financingF which includes targeted investments in, among other sectors, low‐income housing and transformational
infrastructure (FSC website). General targets for financial access were established for, among others, transaction accounts
(from 32% to 80% of the target population), Bank savings products (from 28% to 80%), life insurance (from 5% to 23%) and
a housing lending target of R42‐billion (about US$4.5‐billion) was set for the first FSC period (2003 to 2008). This figure
includes all lending for housing purposes (mortgage finance, pension‐backed finance and microfinance used for housing
purposes, as well as wholesale and development loans). By the end of 2007 it was clear that this target would be
comfortably met, with provisional figures indicating housing lending volumes of R37‐billion (about US$3.95‐billion) by the
end of 2007. An interesting trend in the FSC housing lending statistics is a decrease in the origination of mortgage finance,
and a rapid increase in numbers reported for housing‐related unsecured credit. Numbers of unsecured loans attributed to
housing increased from 40 660 originated within 2004 to 96 790 originated within 2007 (with an almost four‐fold increase in
lending volumes from R338‐million or around US$36.1‐million) in 2004 to R1,2‐billion or around US$192‐million) in 2007)
while the number of mortgages decreased from 57 000 to 55 000 annually, with a decrease in lending volumes from R7,2‐
billion to R5,8‐billion (about US$763 to about US$614)between 2004 and 2007.

The first FSC period has been buoyed by a strong economy, and has witnessed a greater penetration downmarket by the
larger banks, as well as the growth and development of a new sector of alternative non‐bank lenders primarily targeting a
lower‐income clientele. However, the inability to substantially increase affordable housing provision is still a major
constraint to extending the lending targets for the next five years.

In line with the FSC, financial sector players have increased their lower‐income housing lending
commitments substantially, in terms of mortgage, pension‐backed and unsecured HMF products
(Melzer, 2007). Microfinance applied to housing ends is also now being given explicit attention in the
FSC reporting, and is also being more seriously considered by a range of financial institutions which
have traditionally focused elsewhere (Absa, African Bank and Old Mutual are among the examples).
The opportunities identified relating to the growth of a housing microfinance sector seem to be the
target of a number of new players, both listed and non‐listed, as well as on the Alternative Stock
Exchange (Alt‐X)12.

In 2007, a new NCA that regularises the approach to all forms of consumer credit in South Africa was
promulgated. This new legislation is already having a positive impact on regularising and stabilising
/)0(1, 2-.%&'3+, &.57%(, "'.=5(+:, Given is impetus, the HMF sector in South Africa has developed
considerably. However, while housing finance markets have stabilised, deepened and broadened, its
scope is still nowhere near meeting the full profile of effective housing demand in South Africa.

12 The Alternative Stock Exchange (AltX) is a Johannesburg Stock Exchange‐managed exchange that is committed to
attracting quality, high growth companies. Participating companies can use the AltX to issue new shares, raise funds, widen
their investor base and have shares traded on a regulated market.
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National Credit Act

The National Credit Act (NCA) was implemented in full from June, 2007. This act regularises the legislative and
regulatory framework relating to all forms consumer credit in South Africa including mortgages, secured loans,
unsecured loans, leases, instalment sales, credit guarantees and pawn transactions. The NCA repeals the Usury
Act and the Credit Agreements Act. The NCA promotes a fair and non‐discriminatory marketplace for consumer
credit by regulating credit providers and the protecting credit consumers. The NCA provides for the
establishment of the NCR to govern the operation of all credit providers and credit bureaux as well as a
national Consumer Tribunal. Credit providers must register with the NCR and submit statutory returns on their
$5*7%*4, #5.-)."'*&5:, P)*+0"5.+, '.5, #.)(5&(57, (1.)041, (15, #.)1%H%(%)*, )-, E.5&=$5++, $5*7%*4F;, &)*+0"5.,
education, full disclosure of fees and interest and protection from unfair or fraudulent conduct. From the
supplier side, the NCA places the responsibility for overindebtedness on the shoulders of those granting the
finance, and by establishing educational debt counselling and debt rescheduling services.

The NCA has implications for the future growth of housing microcredit in South Africa. According to the NCR,
one of the stated aims of the NCA was to Eclean upF the messy multitude of (mostly) third‐tier loan shark
financial institutions that are seen as the main culprits of poor lending practices that target lower‐income
consumers. It will take some time to see the effects of the NCA on credit practices among the many small credit
providers, as well as the willingness of the NCR to take action against errant parties. The NCR has made its
intentions clear, however. In one case, they obtained a liquidation order from the Supreme Court against the
Rudco Finance Company, after it had repeat57$6,-'%$57,(),.5%"H0.+5,&$%5*(+3,%*+('$"5*(+:,?07&),1'7,'&&5#(57,
these instalments without providing any loans to these clients, which is illegal (Moneyweb, December 2007).

3.2 Institutional framework

Figure 3 provides an overview of the institutional and regulatory framework affecting HMF in South
Africa. Retail finance institutions providing microcredit are governed by a body of law, including the
Dedicated Banks Bill, Co‐operative Banks Bill and the NCA. The activities of microlenders are further
regulated by statutory bodies, including the South African Reserve Bank (SARB), the National
Consumer Tribunal (NCT) and the NCR. Three DFIs play direct roles in facilitating the development of
the microfinance sector, namely the NHFC, the RHLF and the South African Microfinance Apex Fund
(SAMAF). Others such as Nurcha, the Development Bank of Southern Africa (DBSA) and the Land
Bank play indirect roles. Support organisations including credit bureaux, various donors, and NGOs
also assist with research, lobbying, financial and technical support to microfinance entities.

3.2.1 Statutory bodies

The most important statutory bodies in relation to HMF are the NCT and the NCR13 that were
established through the NCA. The NCT is an independent body with members appointed by the
President of South Africa. It will hear, adjudicate and issue penalties relating to cases of credit
providers contravening the NCA. The NCA also promotes the use of ombuds and other dispute
resolution organisations to resolve disputes through mediation, conciliation or arbitration. The NCR is
.5+#)*+%H$5,-).,(15,.540$'(%)*,)-,/)0(1,2-.%&'3+,&.57%(,%*70+(.6,%*,'&&).7'*&5,<%(1,(15,KP2. The NCA
places the onus on the NCR to promote the development of an accessible credit market, and
specifically to address the needs of historically disadvantaged persons, low‐income people and
remote, isolated or low‐density communities. Functions of the NCR include consumer education,
research, policy development, registration of credit providers and credit bureaux, investigation of
complaints and enforcement of the NCA. The NCR is also responsible for the registration of credit
providers, credit bureaux and debt counsellors; and enforcement of compliance with the NCA.

13 See www.ncr.org.za
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FIGURE 3: Overview of institutional and regulatory framework relating to housing microfinance In South Africa

Source: Adapted from Rathbone and Goodspeed, 2005
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The role of the NCR is crucial in ensuring a fair and balanced approach to the microfinance industry,
and in offering both providers and consumers of credit access to recourse. Already, it has overseen
the implementation of more level playing fields for the microfinance industry, for example by the
removal of the preferential debit order system and providing a point of contact and processes for
dealing with aggrieved and overindebted consumers. While recently doubt has been raised about the
standards of certain functions performed by the NCR (such as the quality of debt counsellors), the
role the NCR plays in the microcredit environment is vital.

3.2.2 Development finance institutions

/)0(1, 2-.%&'3+, 1)0+%*4, -%*'*&5, +5&()., 1'+, +55*, (15, 75C5$)#"5*(, )-, *0"5.)0+, *'(%)*'$, Z@!+, +%*&5,
1995 engaged in some way in facilitating the flow of microlending. These include the NHFC, the RHLF,
Nurcha, the Land Bank, the DBSA and more recently, the SAMAF. Two of these, the NHFC and the
RHLF were established and mandated to inter alia facilitate the development and growth of housing‐
related microfinance.

The NHFC14 was established in 1996 with government funding to facilitate the flow of housing finance
to lower‐income households in South Africa. The primary mechanism for microfinance has been the
provision of wholesale finance facilities to housing‐specific MFIs to grow their lending portfolios.
Prior to 2001 the NHFC had five operating divisions of relevance to housing lending. These were:

! The Housing Equity Fund that provided technical assistance and seed capital to existing and pilot
housing lending ventures;

! A Niche Market Lenders fund that allocated funds to intermediaries for retail lending for housing
purposes;

! The RHLF that was administered by the NHFC until 2001;
! Gateway Home Loans that aimed to acquire and administer home loans originated by primary

market lenders in order to improve their liquidity; and to securitise these loans on the open
market; and

! The Housing Institutions Development Fund that assisted housing institutions that provide
alternative tenure accommodation.

These five divisions have now been rationalised into three. The Home Ownership Division facilitates
ownership of affordable homes by funding a network of accredited retail lenders that provide
mortgage and non‐mortgage loans over eight to 20 year terms. The Incremental Housing division
facilitates the purchasing of land, self‐building of housing or improving existing housing through
providing finance to lenders who offer small, unsecured loans to individuals for incremental home
building or improvement. The Alternative Tenure division deals with tenures such as rental and
instalment sales provided through SHIs. In addition, the NHFC has now established a retail lending
division, primarily focused on mortgage finance15. Another Memorandum of Understanding with a
large private developer, Basil Read, will result in mixed‐income integrated projects in the future.

Regarding support for HMF lending, the NHFC had eleven HMFIs on its books in 2003, of which four
were in distress. Three of these were ultimately consolidated into one new lender. The NHFC claims
to have facilitated over 190 000 incremental housing loans from inception to March 2006. However,

14 See www.nhfc.co.za
15 NHFC commenced with a pilot mortgage loan initiative in May 2007, offering loans through five SAPO branches in Gauteng. Additional
outlets were added later in 2007. Building and renovation loans were added to the product offerings in September, 2007. An income‐
linked home financing instrument had been developed with a Joint Venture partner (PACH), and in terms of a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) with ABSA, R1.3 million would be released towards affordable housing.
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less than 9 000 loans were facilitated in both the 2005 and 2006 financial years. During this time, the
NHFC has supported among others ABC, Blue, Real People and Blue Dot Housing.

RHLF16 was established with a donation from the German Development Bank KfW, specifically to
facilitate the growth of rural and per urban‐focused, housing‐specific MFIs. An important part of
?B8@3+, #1%$)+ophy is to encourage incremental improvements to all aspects of housing, including
access to land, services and the house structure itself. RHLF was managed under contract by the
NHFC until 2002, but was separated from the NHFC as an independent social venture capital financier
in 2002.

Having initially facilitated the creation and growth of around ten HMFIs, RHLF faced a difficult period
between 2002 and 2006 during which a majority of HMFIs it supported had operational difficulties.
L6,T[[\;,+%D,)-,?B8@3+,5%41(,&$%5*(+,<5.5,%*,7%+(.5++,Q?0+(;,T[[\O:,/#5&%-%&'$$6;,1%41,$evels of bad debt
and inadequate organisational controls on lending made many organisations financially
unsustainable (Pearson and Greeff, 2006). The six RHLF clients in distress were merged into two
larger, more sustainable MFIs, which were restructured to enhance their viability and ensure their
survival. This process of consolidation and restructuring of debt by RHLF led to the write‐off of about
R12‐million (about US$1.28‐million) in impairments in 2003, over R7‐million (about US$748663) in
2004, and only saw RHLF recover to a break‐even point during 2005. RHLF has shown increasing
profitability in the 2007 and 2008 financial years, since reporting a small loss in 2006 (Interview,
Willem Von Emmenis).

By May, 2008 RHLF had facilitated a retail loan book of R176‐million (about US$18.8‐million),
disbursed via 11 non‐bank intermediaries through lender branches, loan agents and brokers, mobile
sales offices, the South African Post Office (SAPO), and building material merchants mostly located in
rural areas17. In the financial year ending 31 March 2008, the eleven RHLF intermediaries had
distributed over 37 000 end‐user loans with an average loan size of R2 864 (about US$306). The total
loan book facilitated by RHLF was R176‐million (about US$19‐million). In the 2009 financial year it
aims to facilitate 45 000 loans.

RHLF has noted an increase in the sources of funds available to MFIs over the past two years. As the
).4'*%+'(%)*3+ financing comes with certain conditions and constraints (such as higher interest rates
than may be sourced elsewhere, and the stipulation of housing use), it has begun to experiment with
different financial instruments to augment its standard wholesale finance facility. Most notably, RHLF
has now subordinated debt to strengthen the balance sheets of lenders to source further, larger
commercial sources of capital. RHLF remains focused on facilitating HMF, but as few MFIs in South
Africa are now dedicated housing microlenders, RHLF is also more flexible about lending by MFIs for
non‐housi*4,#0.#)+5+,'*7,$))=+,'(,'*,9@!3+,1)0+%*4,#).(-)$%),'+,',#.)#).(%)*,)-,()('$,#).(-)$%),+%]5.
RHLF is, however, constrained by its size, both in its institutional footprint and in the sources of
funding required for its expansion.

Nurcha18, the first DFI to be established in the housing sector, now focuses on providing bridging
finance to contractors. However, it has been peripherally involved in granting wholesale facilities to
microfinance entities on a limited scale, and in most instances these facilities have not been used
once approved.

16 see www.rhlf.co.za
17 Clients that RHLF has assisted include Bayport Financial Services, Blue Dot Housing, Indlu Finance Company, Izwe Loans, Lendcor and
Norufin Housing.
18 see www.nurcha.co.za
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The SAMAF was established by the Department of Trade and Industry in 2006. SAMAF is a wholesale
financing institution focused on deepening and broadening affordable access to finance by small and
microenterprises. SAMAF takes over certain facilitative functions from Khula Finance, a DFI originally
established in 1996 to champion the finance needs of small business. In addition to wholesale
financing, SAMAF has a capacity‐building fund covering training and seed capital for partner
organisations. By April 2007 SAMAF had approved facilities of around R35‐million and disbursed just
over R7‐million (about US$3.7‐million and US$748663) to 27 partner organisations comprising mainly
financial service co‐operatives, microcredit organisations and village banks (SAMAF Newsletter and
website, 2007). SAMAF does not specifically target HMFIs, and to date has not made funds available
to any housing‐specific microlenders.

The DBSA generally focuses on financing large‐scale infrastructure projects. However, at times the
DBSA has strayed into the housing area. Funds made available to RHLF from KfW have been
channelled through the DBSA, in order to provide KfW with necessary guarantees. In addition, at
various times over the past decade, the DBSA has raised the question of entering the housing arena.
Where it has done so, it has been to support specific housing project interventions on an ad‐hoc
basis. One notable issue is that there are funds located within the DBSA that may be lobbied for
capacity building and developing innovative projects19. This may offer scope for HMF‐linked projects
and programmes in the future (Interview: Glynn Davies).

3.2.3 Support organisations

/)0(1,2-.%&'3+, (<),"'%*,credit bureaux, the TransUnion Credit Bureau (TCB) and Experian are now
regulated by the NCR. The bureaux provide an important function in maintaining records for all credit
consumers in South Africa, and providing necessary information to credit providers on the
creditworthiness of prospective and current borrowers.

3.2.4 Non‐governmental organisations

A number of NGOs, facilitative and donor agencies are engaged in enhancing HMF in South Africa.
Various organisations perform a range of services that ultimately grow housing microlending
generally. A key function is producing research, information dissemination, workshops and lobbying
for HMF. Examples of this are the numerous studies, papers, presentations and conferences related
to access to housing finance for the poor arranged by, among others, FinMark Trust, HIVOS, DIG, and
the Housing Finance Research Programme (now closed).

The DIG is a private offshore company that develops innovative solutions to financial services for the
poor. DIG provides or assists with procurement of technical support for strategic planning, product
development, training, operations support, technology, and monitoring and evaluation, and also
administers the CapStone Fund which provides financing to partner institutions where appropriate.
In South Africa, DIG has partnered with the University of Virginia and FinMark Trust to pilot a Credit
Scoring System for Housing Microlenders in South Africa (in progress), and have also undertaken a
market assessment of housing finance for the poor in South Africa (not yet published).

Many donors also engage directly with housing microfinanciers or DFIs. KfW has been involved with
RHLF since its inception, and has recently renewed its involvement via a ^ST:_‐million (about R167‐
million) -'&%$%(6, (),?B8@, C%', (15,ZL/2:,`(15.,5D'"#$5+, '.5, >06'+', @0*73+, 5*4'45"5*(,<%(1, X$'K5(,
Finance Group an international NGOs engaged in furthering the cause of microfinance for
developmental outcomes, to strengthen and grow its organisational and funding capacity. HIVOS has

19 These include the DBSA Development Fund
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also engaged directly with microfinanciers such as Indlu and Kuyasa Fund, and is developing a
strategy for future engagement in South Africa.

The Home Loan Guarantee Company (HLGC) provides commercial risk guarantees to lenders to
reduce the risks of losses incurred on secured, pension‐backed and partially‐secured lending,
specifically to lower‐income borrowers. Guarantees are provided to cover any commercial risk,
including HIV/AIDS‐related reasons. HLGC guarantees are Elast resortF in that they cover amounts
that cannot be recouped after following up on securities provided for the loan. To date, no specific
guarantee facilities have been made available in the microfinance space, although this remains a
prospect for the future.
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4 DEFINING A ROLE FOR HOUSING MICROFINANCE
Th%+,+5&(%)*,&)*+%75.+,<1'(,-0(0.5,.)$5,B9@,&'*,#$'6,%*,/)0(1,2-.%&'3+,1)0+%*4,5*C%.)*"5*(. HMF lies
at the intersection of the financial and housing sectors. Every household that owns a house, or
wishes to own a house and has some income dedicated to housing
use, has a potential demand for HMF. This demand could either
manifest itself through procuring finance to upgrade or extend that
accommodation, or more importantly, to assist to cover the costs of
new housing.

The effectiveness of HMF as a facilitator of home‐building activity
internationally is well established (Daphnis and Ferguson, 2004), yet
HMF is effectively excluded from new housing development
processes in South Africa. New and innovative strategies, policies and
#.)4.'""5+,<%$$,H5,.5I0%.57,(),"'%*+(.5'",B9@,%*(),/)0(1,2-.%&'3+,
primary housing delivery processes, both subsidised and
unsubsidised, to ensure that microfinance is more appropriate to the
housing needs of lower‐income households. In short, the challenge is
what Baumann (2002) refers to as Eturning microfinance into
housesF:,This section sets out the key areas of focus for HMF to have
maximum impact on the housing conditions of lower‐income South
Africans.

4.1 Potential benefits of HMF

There is little doubt that HMF offers significant potential to improve the living conditions of many
South African households. There are a number of factors mitigating for this. The smaller loan sizes
and shorter terms of microfinance in comparison to mortgage finance are generally more
appropriate to the lower affordability and often variable income circumstances of lower‐income
households. 2+, ', .5+0$(;, B9@, 1'+, ', "0&1, 755#5., .5'&1, '&.)++, /)0(1, 2-.%&'3+, $)<5.‐income
households than alternative housing finance instruments. Microfinance is also better understood,
and more widely available to many South African households because of the number of MFIs in
operation and the number of households that have used microfinance.

A key benefit of HMF, -.)",(15,H)..)<5.3+,#)%*(,)-,C%5<,%+,(1'(, %(, %+,)-(5*,('%$).57,(),"55(,+#5&%-%&,
constraints households face. Certain HMFIs facilitate the purchase and delivery of building materials
(),H)..)<5.+3,1)"5+,).,have points of origin in building materials supply depots. Others couple the
provision of HMF with education, training and additional resources related to home purchase, design,
building and maintenance.

@.)",(15, $5*75.3+,#5.+#5&(%C5;,B9@,1'+,)(15.,#.)+#5&(%C5,H5*5-%(+. While little data exists to back
these up empirically, anecdotal evidence internationally points to HMF borrowers as having a lower
default rate than normal MF clients, possibly due to the association between the HMF loan and the
growing housing asset, and a higher level of loyalty regarding return custom. The relatively higher
loan sizes can also lead to better profitability or lower costs required on HMF loans. These issues all
require further analysis to confirm.

The effectiveness of
HMF as a facilitator
of home‐building

activity
internationally is

well established, yet
HMF is effectively
excluded from new

housing
development

processes in South
Africa.
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4.2 Determining effective demand for housing through microfinance

Effective demand for housing is generally defined as the desire to access shelter combined with the
'H%$%(6,(),'--).7,+15$(5.;,'*7,"'(&157,(),(15,'H%$%(6,(),#.)&0.5,',+0%('H$5,E+15$(5.,#.)70&(F: Each of
these is discussed in relation to the role HMF can play in improvi*4,/)0(1,2-.%&'3+,effective demand
for housing.

In reality, HMF demand is influenced by affordability, current housing conditions, prevailing housing
delivery methodologies and available finance products, terms and conditions. The challenge facing
housing and microfinance practitioners is to find ways in which microfinance can fulfil its promise as
'*, %"#).('*(, &)"#)*5*(,)-, /)0(1,2-.%&'3+, -0(0.5,1)0+%*4, -%*'*&5, +5&().;, '*7,'+, ', .5+0$(;, '+, ',=56,
driver of improved housing conditions for lower‐income people.

4.2.1 Housing affordability

Housing affordability is determined by combining savings and subsidies available for housing with
housing‐related credit. Figure 4,+1)<+,'*,5+(%"'(57,1)0+%*4,'--).7'H%$%(6,#.)-%$5,'&.)++,/)0(1,2-.%&'3+,
income spectrum, considering the proportion of income spent on housing finance repayments and
the availability of state subsidies for housing. Assuming freely available finance and subsidies for all
5$%4%H$5,1)0+51)$7+;,/)0(1,2-.%&'3+,+0H+%76,#)$%&6,%+,75+%4*57,(),5*+0.5,(1'(,'$$,1)0+51)lds, however
poor, are able to afford at least a minimum‐standard Breaking New Ground (BNG) house. Given the
low average incomes of most of South African households and the minimum housing standards set in
the housing policy, access to housing for lower‐income households in South Africa is focused on
obtaining state‐subsidised accommodation. Outside of the full subsidy eligibility band, housing
affordability diminishes substantially. Even the FLISP, which is intended to improve the affordability
of households earning more than the full subsidy cut‐off, is ineffective in improving affordability
sufficiently to mobilise sufficient resources to access housing products currently available

4.2.2 Availability of housing products

The second key determinant of effective demand for shelter is the availability of shelter products. At
present, only three housing delivery approaches of substance exist in South Africa. On the lower
extreme, is the construction of informal accommodation in informal settlements and backyards.
Next, there is the development of fully‐subsidised, minimum‐standard houses. On the upper
extreme, there are privately developed, fully‐mortgaged housing units located in greenfields private
housing estates priced from around R250 000 (about US$26737) a unit due to prevailing land,
servicing and construction costs. What is missing from the equation is accommodation options
accessible to households unable to afford the R250 000‐plus bonded housing, who are unable to
access fully‐subsidised housing units but want better housing than that offered in informal
settlements. This means that a substantial number of households earning between R3 500 and as
high as R10 000 to R15 000 (about US$375 and US$1069 G US$1604) a month remain excluded from
both the subsidised housing market and the private housing market.

There is little doubt that the fully‐subsidised Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP)
houses produced through the NHSS, and their successor, the fully‐subsidised units produced through
the BNG strategy meet the needs of many inadequately housed urban households. Yet while the RDP
and BNG programmes have been partially successful in scale delivery, the outcomes neither match
the volume of low‐income shelter needs nor the diversity of shelter products, tenures and living
environments required by lower‐income households. Increasingly, housing programmes move out of
alignment with the real accommodation circumstances and requirements of many low‐income
households, and in fact distort the operation of low‐income shelter markets.
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The BNG fully‐subsidised housing programme produces houses at a cost roughly double that of the
value of the housing subsidy itself. Recent figures show that a standard BNG house on a serviced
stand has a combined subsidy cost to the state upwards of R100 000 (about US$10 690) a unit (State
of the Cities Finance Report, 2007). Local governments are now expected to subsidise the cost of
serviced sites, and top structures are financed through the housing subsidy alone. This ultimately
limits the number of units that can be financed by the housing budget, and the ability of financially
constrained local governments to fund and sustain much‐needed serviced land. Many medium and
small local governments are under‐resourced, and this can neutralise their ability to provide
subsidised housing at all.

The social housing policy also continues to produce insufficient numbers of subsidised rental housing;
and, it is primarily affordable only to middle‐income households.

4.2.3 Willingness to access housing

Ultimately, the promise of a fully‐subsidised house crowds out demand for other intermediate
housing products and is a disincentive for households to invest in housing independently, even
though the housing waiting list for subsidised housing is so long. Given that a housing product costing
around R100 000 (about US$10 690) is given free to subsidy beneficiaries, private sector developers
cannot produce privately‐financed houses sufficiently differentiated from their BNG counterparts to
justify their rel'(%C5$6, 15-(6, #.%&5, ('4+, %*, (15, &)*+0"5.+3, 565+:, @)., %*+('*&5;, ', \["2 to 40m2 BNG
house on a fully‐serviced site costing R100 000 but free to the beneficiary is compared with a 45m2

house produced by the private sector (albeit with better finishes), at a cost to the household of over
R200 000 (about US$21 390). Given this comparison, many households opt for sub‐optimal housing
conditions, such as living in overcrowded conditions or informal accommodation, rather than
investing in their own housing. This in turn places the full responsibility for meeting the housing crisis
on government, instead of sharing the burden between public and private sectors working in tandem
with households themselves.

4.2.4 Effective demand for housing in South Africa

Figure 4 sets out ',45*5.%&,75"'*7,#.)-%$5,'&.)++,/)0(1,2-.%&'3+, %*&)"5,#6.'"%7. Deemed housing
affordability is calculated in relation to the amount of income spent on credit repayments and
housing subsidies. This deemed affordability is then related to prevailing housing product types and
costs, on the premise that subsidies, housing finance and such housing products are readily available.
Even under these perfect conditions, this figure shows that:

! There are many households who must rely solely or predominantly on state subsidies for their
access to shelter. Low incomes, combined with other priorities in their household budgets leave
little disposable income for credit repayments and the on‐going costs of managing housing.
Many of these households earn below R800 (about US$85) a month.

! The lowest income households (earning below R1 500 or about S$160) month) can afford very
little for housing, and currently have to rely on access to fully subsidised housing or would be
forced into informal housing, shared housing arrangements or second dwelling unit rental.

! Households earning between R1 500 and R3 500 (about US$375) per month who are not able to
access fully‐subsidised housing are able to afford microloans from R5 000 (about US$535) at the
lower income level to R13 000 (about US$1 390) at the upper income level20 . This would have to

20 While households earning R3500 could theoretically afford a mortgage of up to R75 000, or a pension‐backed loan of
around R50 000 ((spending 30% of income on repayments under FSC criteria), few suitable housing products are available
for on the primary or secondary housing markets in these price ranges.
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be combined with savings to undertake incremental housing development, but would not be
sufficient to access even the most basic serviced site on the private housing market.

! Households earning between R3 500 and R7 500 (about US$375 and US$802) a month are
eligible for the FLISP subsidy21, but even when combined with bond finance can only afford
housing products costing up to R130 000 (about US$13 904) at the higher income level. There
are limited secondary market houses, but very few newly developed accommodation in this
price bracket. This is the start of the so‐called gap housing market, in which households have the
ability to afford accommodation, but cannot find suitable products to buy in the current housing
environment.

! Even households with incomes between R7 500 and R15 000 (about US$802 and US$1604) a
month will struggle to afford newly‐produced bonded housing. As these households are also not
eligible for subsidised housing, incremental housing or the limited stock available on the
secondary market is their only option. At the upper income level, affordability reaches R270 000
(about US$28877), which is the starting price bracket for formal, bonded housing delivery.

! Households earning greater than R15 000 (about US$1604) a month are generally able to afford
basic market‐produced, bonded housing costing from R270 000 upwards. However, there is an
acknowledged shortage of delivery of houses in this affordability range in South Africa.

4.3 Implica"#$%&'($)'*$+",'-()#./0&',$+&#%1'&")/"213'/%4'5$6#.#2&

The stark implication is that under prevailing housing market and subsidised housing supply
conditions, most, )-, /)0(1, 2-.%&'3+, %*'75I0'(5$6, 1)0+57, 1)0+51)$7+, '.5, 0*'H$5, (), '&&5++, 5%(15.,
subsidised houses or houses produced in the private markets. This arises from the mismatch
between rates of subsidised housing delivery, affordability, product specifications and product prices.
The only chance that most unhoused low‐income households have of securing shelter is waiting in
line for a fully‐subsidised house, which at present rates of delivery is a long shot at best. For middle‐
income households, the outlook is worse. With limited affordability and little or no delivery of
appropriate housing products, those in the gap housing market are effectively forced to find
whatever accommodation they can, generally in overcrowded accommodation, informal rentals and
informal settlements.

21 At its upper income limit, the FLISP subsidy offers a household earning R7 000 (about US$749) a month a capital amount of
just over R4 000 (about US$428), increasing overall housing affordability by around 4% to just over R100 000 (about
US$10 690) with a 20‐year mortgage bond. This is way below the product price of the cheapest, new market‐produced
housing units, as well as most of the stock available on the resale housing market. In fact, this is roughly the cost of
producing a basic subsidised housing unit, which if it was available for purchase, would require the purchaser to contribute
at least 20% of their gross income as repayments. While households with incomes between R3 500 and R7 000 (about
US$375 and US$749) are eligible for higher FLISP subsidies, their overall affordability remains less than at the R7 000 level,
making access to available housing products even less likely.
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FIGURE 4: Generic housing affordability in South Africa
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South Africa is now a decade and a half into democratic governance, and with the cracks in, and
exclusions from, the housing policy becoming clearer every year, it is time to take stock on how to
better meet the accommodation needs of low‐income households. Recognising the constraining
effect )-, /)0(1,2-.%&'3+,#.5C'%$%*4,housing policies on the development of appropriate shelter, the
solution lies in fundamental changes to the programmes, policies and processes. This will require
open engagement and debate with public and private sector actors to facilitate a substantial shift in
housing policy and practice. The key elements of such a review are detailed below.

4.3.1 Impact of minimum standards

The political imperative to define and maintain rigid standards for the Eminimum acceptable houseF
has had unintended consequences in that it has constrained appropriate human settlement
development for most of the unhoused or inadequately housed households currently excluded from
formal housing delivery systems. Setting the housing standard at a level that is unattainable for most
unhoused South Africans does them disservice in that it ignores (and in some cases criminalises)
alternative ways to progressively meet this benchmark over time, and creates a delivery process for
subsidised housing that at current rates of funding cannot hope to meet the needs of inadequately
housed South African households.

4.3.2 Implications of mass subsidised housing programmes

It is in the definition of what an appropriate Ehousing productF is that South 2-.%&'3+,&0..5*(,1)0+%*4,
policy faces its most pressing constraint. The primary focus of subsidised housing programmes is the
delivery of fully‐subsidised, minimum‐standard, completed houses on serviced sites. This overtly
excludes most the inadequately housed urban poor from access to land and tenure, and from
engaging in housing delivery and financial processes.

It is widely acknowledged that the number of subsidised housing units produced in South Africa has
been significant, and still the queue for a subsidised house is a long one. As long as the rate of
delivery of subsidised housing does not produce sufficient volumes of appropriate accommodation to
make substantial in‐roads into those households living in sub‐optimal housing conditions, and as long
as the delivery approach relies on the mass delivery of fully‐subsidised, completed housing units, an
ever‐increasing number of households that are not lucky enough to access fully‐subsidised houses
are relegated to a politically unacceptable and institutionally constrained housing netherworld22.
These households are also disincentivised from seeking alternative housing approaches by the
promise of the fully‐subsidised house.

4.3.3 Housing finance markets

Conventional mortgage finance has not, and in all likelihood will not contribute significantly to the
long‐term growth and development of housing products costing less than R250 000 due primarily to
constraints in the formal land, planning and construction processes. Yet, facilitating the flow of
microfinance into new housing production is also problematic under the current paradigm. The lack
of real points of contact between HMF and new low‐income housing development process (both
subsidised and unsubsidised) has relegated what HMF capacity there is to mainly supporting the
incremental improvement of existing subsidised urban houses and accommodation and service
delivery on existing allocated land in rural areas.

22 The Department of Housing reports that over 2.3‐million subsidised housing units have been constructed between 1995
and 2007. While the precise delivery figures are debatable, overall delivery is nonetheless significant, albeit way short of
the estimated accommodation demand in South Africa. Acco.7%*4,(),(15,'0(1).3+,&'$&0$'(%)*+;,+0H+%7%+57,1)0+%*4,1'+,)*$6,
exceeded the growth in households in South Africa in one year since 1994 G that is, in 2007.
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4.3.4 Housing product focus versus housing process focus

Equally as important, the current housing delivery ap#.)'&1,%*1%H%(+,1)0+51)$7+3,5*4'45"5*(,%*,(15,
processes of defining, developing and financing more appropriate housing solutions over time. This
then effectively sterilises the incremental solution to providing housing, which is perhaps the most
appropriate way through which lower‐income households can access land, services and
accommodation over time with limited or no state support, in a way that best suits their socio‐
economic circumstances. P)*(.'.6, (), LKU3+, #.)"%+5, (), Eengage with informalityF and consider
alternative housing delivery approaches, state housing delivery remains focused on the same
methodologies and instruments of policy, and continues to deliver insufficient numbers of
standardised housing products through large‐scale, formal delivery to those beneficiaries lucky
enough to access them. Even a renewed focus on in‐situ upgrading programmes by certain provinces
remains constrained by developmental processes and standards set, and the inevitable drive towards
a standard, fully‐subsidised land, services and housing package.

4.3.5 Housing market functioning

The absence of systems for the production of stock using microfinance constrains the development
)-, 1)0+%*4, .5+'$5, "'.=5(+, %*, /)0(1, 2-.%&'3+, ()<*+1%#+;, '+, *), .5'$%+(%&, )#(%)*+, 5D%+(, -)., (1)+5,
households wanting to trade up, down or out of existing housing. This lack of private investment and
initiative, or Edead capitalF further sterilises and stigmatises subsidised housing areas, even though
they are recipients of large‐scale public investment.

4.4 Re‐conceptualising effective accommodation demand

A new understanding of effective demand for accommodation is required to change present housing
strategy and policies. The key elements of this are detailed in this sub‐section.

4.4.1 Reviewing shelter affordability

Most South African households have the ability to mobilise at least some financial contribution to
housing. Many households have the ability to repay credit (however modest the amount may be),
and South Africa has a stable finance system that offers myriad opportunities to households to
procure such credit. Figure 5 illustrates this, based on the affordability for microfinance alone,
excluding subsidy eligibility which is not realistically attainable by many households. While this is not
sufficient to create effective demand for completed housing products, it provides a basis through
which lower‐income households can invest in accommodation over time. For instance, considering a
household earning R3 500 (about US$375) a month could afford as much as R13 000 (about
US$1 390) (at 48% interest over 24 months), this could be compounded to R130 000 (about
US$13 903) over a ten‐year period by re‐extending such a loan every two years.

Furthermore, if this incremental affordability could be effectively coupled with housing subsidy
eligibility in alternative ways, those currently excluded from state housing programmes and privately
developed (bonded) housing could constitute a significant demand for accommodation, especially
when considered over time. This demand must then be converted into effective demand for shelter
&)*+%75.%*4,*5<,'##.)'&15+,(),/)0(1,2-.%&'3+,1)0+%*4,75$%C5.6,#.)&5++5+. HMF therefore offers one
of the key tools that can be used to create such effective demand, given that housing policy, strategy
and programmes adapt to supports this.

4.4.2 Disaggregating components of accommodation delivery

Disaggregating the supply of accommodation into its component parts will free up the inherent
dynamism in the housing and finance sector. Incremental housing that encourages access to urban
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land, basic services and results in intermediate housing options, but not necessarily all
simultaneously, will be critical in this process. This creates a much wider scope of potential routes
through which lower‐income households can access accommodation. For instance, programmes that
commence with regularising or providing secure tenure as a starting point could be considered, as
well as serviced land programmes and incremental shelter programmes.

4.4.3 Facilitating more flexible shelter outcomes

Breaking the mould of the once‐off provision of low‐density BNG houses as the minimum acceptable
norm for subsidised accommodation also creates the space for a wider range of more appropriate
urban and accommodation forms to develop. Firstly, intermediate‐sized accommodation is possible,
which better suits a large proportion of unhoused households23. These could be single rooms,
multiple rooms for rental, smaller units specifically designed for future expansion (both upwards and
outwards), second accommodation units on a communally owned stand, tenements or boarding
houses. More choice around what components of accommodation are relatively more valuable to
specific households is also possible. Some may opt for well‐located land instead of more peripheral
yet larger housing, others for small, low‐maintenance accommodation with little outside space.

23 Demographic data from informal settlements and backyard residents indicate that on average one‐third comprise single‐
member households, one‐third are two‐member households, and the remaining third are households comprising three or
more members.
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FIGURE 5: Real housing affordability in South Africa (excluding subsidies)
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4.4.4 Creatively combining subsidies and housing finance

Constraints on creatively combining subsidies with alternative types of housing finance over time
inhibits the ability to create alternative built forms, to enhance the nature of housing products
provided and to provide a starting point for those excluded from more formal housing processes.

4.5 Key areas of future housing microfinance demand

There is an increasing awareness among housing and finance practitioners of the pivotal role
microfinance can play in supporting positive housing demand patterns and processes aimed at
middle and lower‐income households. Given the constraints in the subsidised and formal housing
markets in South Africa, and taking into account the opportunities that arise out of a re‐
conceptualised effective demand equation for housing in South Africa, four key areas of potential
demand for housing in South Africa that can use microfinance to catalyse primary and secondary
housing markets are detailed in this sub‐section. These are using HMF:

! 2+,E+ubstitute financeF where mortgage finance cannot reach;
! For incremental home improvements;
! As a tool in facilitating new housing opportunities through access to land, services and shelter;

and
! As a stimulator of housing‐based entrepreneurship.

4.5.1 HMF as alternative end‐user finance

HMF can be considered as a substitute housing finance option for households unable or unwilling to
access housing using mortgage finance or secured finance (such as pension and provident‐backed
loans). For instance, on the demand side many households cannot or will not access formal financial
markets, or are ineligible for or not interested in mortgage finance due to their age24, low or irregular
incomes or other impediments25. In addition, on the housing supply side the high costs of completed
housing units are out of reach of most lower and middle‐income households. This creates a demand
for more readily available, less onerous, more affordable and better‐understood housing‐related
microcredit. Viewing HMF as a fill‐in product in the space left by lack of penetration by mortgage and
secured housing finance is a somewhat limited and cynical view of the role HMF can play, as in the
absence of housing supply processes offering such households access to even basic affordable
housing products, this notional affordability cannot be converted into effective demand time for
suitable accommodation.

4.5.2 Incremental home improvement

HMF has the potential to be an important component of incremental housing development. HMF
currently supports incremental housing development in rural areas, and is important for
consolidating existing accommodation. However, to achieve maximum potential impact means
finding ways to use HMF to mainstream greenfields housing development in urban areas.

Access to HMF can facilitate and increase the pace of incremental homebuilding and home
improvement, which is the preferred and often only viable approach to procuring housing for most of
(15,<).$73+,0*1)0+57,'*7,%*'75I0'(5$6,1)0+57,#5)#$5,)*,+&'$5:,@).,"'*6,/)0(1,2-.%&'*,1)0+51)$7+,

24 People over 45 years of age are unable to complete payment on a 20‐year product before retirement age. FinScopeR
T[[a,5+(%"'(5+, (1%+, (), &)"#.%+5,'+,"0&1,'+, ',I0'.(5.,)-, '$$, 1)0+51)$7,15'7+, %*, (15, NH)*7'H$53, ('.45(,"'.=5(, QMeltzer,
2007).
25 Less than one third of household heads over 21 years old understand the word EmortgageF (FinScopeR 2007)
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living in, or having roots in, rural areas, the provision of services26, housing construction and
improvement is almost exclusively incremental in nature, and mortgage finance is not an option as
property cannot be alienated as security. In existing urban areas, improvement and extensions to
existing housing stock is also a common application for HMF. Many beneficiaries of the 2.3‐million
fully‐subsidised houses constructed in South Africa since 1994, as well as owners of previously‐
subsidised state rental units constructed prior to 1994, constitute a potential demand for HMF for
the upgrading and extending these properties. This could lead to the release of dead capital in such
areas, which in turn could lead to the growth of secondary housing markets supported by mortgage
finance.

4.5.3 HMF as a stimulator of primary access to land, services and housing

The real potential of HMF in South Africa lies in mobilising capital
incrementally to assist households to access to land, services and
shelter over time. This is specifically relevant for lower‐ and middle‐
income households which are excluded from subsidised housing and
bonded housing markets. HMF offers the potential to bridge the
gaps between the clearly‐defined strata in the housing supply profile
that are created by the intersection of politically‐determined
minimum standards, housing policy, conventional housing finance
and property economics.

There is a strong demand for affordable housing and a strong
microcredit market able to create effective, albeit limited, demand.
As microloans are generally not sufficient in scale to enable affordability of even basic, minimum‐
standard serviced stands, achieving this requires appropriately structured housing programmes that
combine individual resources, subsidies and microfinance to build low‐income hous51)$7+3,5--5&(%C5,
demand over time through an incremental building methodology. If appropriately packaged, the
flexible combination of HMF and housing subsidies within a new housing programme could support
incremental and small‐scale construction that could deliver alternative forms of accommodation over
time that can bridge the affordability gap and the supply bottlenecks.

The biggest impediments to mainstreaming such HMF‐driven housing supply in South Africa relate to
the current housing supply processes: simply put, there are few suitable housing products being
produced for purchase and deviations from the expected norm are barely tolerated. Breaking this
housing supply constraint needs the involvement of all players in the housing and finance sectors.
Essentially, this could create a more demand‐based housing process whereby beneficiaries have
some control over the nature of shelter products procured. Such products could be better located,
based on smaller stand sizes, could take on different built forms and tenure (such as the rental of
second dwelling units) that are better suited to the owners requirements and could be phased over
time according to changes in affordability.

4.5.4 HMF as a simulator of housing entrepreneurship

Another potential demand for HMF is stimulating the growth of housing‐related entrepreneurs. This
includes financing home improvements to be used for home‐based enterprises, as well as the
developing small‐scale landlordism through the financing of new or improved backyard rental or

26 For example, new realities of energy provision provide opportunities to apply microfinance to improving services and
amenities in existing accommodation: ceilings and insulation, solar water heating, geyser blankets, photovoltaics, gas
stoves, etc.

The biggest
impediments to

mainstreaming HMF‐
driven housing
supply in South

Africa relate to the
current housing
supply processes.
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second‐dwelling units and tenements. This type of lending crosses the boundaries between SMME
microlending and HMF, so may be more palatable to financial institutions already engaging in SMME
lending27. The FinScopeR Small Business Survey found that 70% of all SMMEs in Gauteng were
somehow linked to the home, so in this way HMF can achieve a triple benefit of not only improving
the capital value of housing, but also improving its intrinsic value as an income generator to its
occupants as well providing much‐needed intermediate rental housing stock.

Microfinance is a useful financial instrument for construction, extension and improvement of
secondary dwelling units (or backyard) rental accommodation, and offers an important resource to
existing and future rental entrepreneurs. Small‐scale landlords currently house 13% of all urban
households in backyard shacks and rooms and rental tenements. This backyard rental market is
increasingly seen as a viable housing sub‐market, rather than a by‐product of failure in other housing
markets. It provides smaller, more affordable, rented accommodation offering secure tenure, good
location and access to basic services to households with particular accommodation needs such as
smaller and vulnerable households, those unable or unwilling to purchase accommodation. In
addition, it creates a base of lower‐income property‐based small businesses which builds household
equity, income generation and the prospects of trading up the housing pyramid.

27 Most of the large banks, including Absa, Standard Bank and Nedcor, already have specialist SMME divisions.
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5 KEY ISSUES FOR HOUSING MICROFINANCE IN SOUTH
AFRICA

Having established the potential that HMF has in South Africa, this section reviews key issues that will
affect the future success of HMF in South Africa. Housing strategy and policy considerations,
structural issues in the MFI sector, and economic considerations are discussed.

5.1 Housing strategy and policy considerations

2, &.%(%&'$, #'.(, )-, B9@3+, -0(0.5, +0&&5++, %*, /)0(1, 2-.%&', .5+(+, )*, (15, -0(0.5, .)0(5, '7)#(57, -)., (15,
mainstream provision of low‐income, subsidised housing. HMF‐facilitated incremental housing must
be integrated into mainstream primary affordable housing delivery, instead of being relegated to a
second‐best cameo role in low‐income housing provision, as is the case at present. Unless HMF
becomes part of the housing delivery process, its impact will be confined to incremental
improvements to existing accommodation and a handful of experimental housing‐focused lending
programmes.

5.2 Microfinance sector structural issues

The close scrutiny of housing microlending over the past 15 years in South Africa has created a body
of evidence on which more relevant HMF programmes can be based in the future. Much has been
learned about the parameters for successful microlending institutions, alternative microlending
methodologies, different microloan products and their application to housing, loan origination,
management and collections methodologies, risk identification and mitigation strategies alternative
approaches to procuring wholesale financing and alternative strategies for ensuring viability and
growth of MFIs.

5.2.1 Medium‐term stabilisation of the credit environment through the NCA

From the perspective of consumers, the NCA framework creates a stable and more user‐friendly
environment in which to further engage with housing microcredit. Rights and obligations of lenders
and borrowers are clearer, and the unambiguous regulation of the microcredit sector generally
creates a solid platform for credit extension. Some immediate effects of the NCA are a slowdown in
credit extension (although this was partly due to the glut in credit approvals in the period
%""57%'(5$6, #.%)., (), (15, KP23+, 5--5&(%C5, 7'(5, %*, b0*5;, T[[cO; more caution in extending credit
especially to low‐income borrowers until the definition of Ereckless lending3 becomes more clear
(Interview: Indlu); and in certain cases, a decrease in interest rates charged that were in excess of the
stipulated maximum rates and fees schedule. Some interviewees reported that the NCA has
negatively affected th5%.,).4'*%+'(%)*+3,)#5.'(%*4,#5.-)."'*&5,(),+)"5,5D(5*(28. However all agree
that it is still possible to operate a successful microfinance operation within the ambit of the NCA.
Some interviewees went as far as to suggest that if an MFI could not still operate profitably within
the NCA framework, this was a sure sign that such an operation should not be in business. For
instance, depending on microloan terms and including allowable fees levied, notional interest rates
above 80% per annum can still be obtained under the NCR.

Certain smaller MFIs and housing‐specific MFIs have had an appreciable decrease in debit order
rejections after the implementation of the new, randomised Non‐authenticated Early Debit Order

28 Most commonly mentioned was reductions in portfolio growth (although this has other macro‐economic factors involved
as well), and impacts on net profitability due to lowered interest ceilings and increased costs of compliance (names
withheld for reasons of confidentiality).
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System (NEDO) and the abolition of the preferential debit order payments process29 that was
implemented mainly by, -%*'*&%'$, %*+(%(0(%)*+, .0**%*4, 75H%(, ).75.+, )-, &$%5*(+3, '&&)0*(+, %*, -'C)0., )-,
certain MFIs30.

5.2.2 Reaching into a newly rehabilitated customer base

The NCR has supervised a process of removing nearly five‐million dormant accounts, seven‐million
adverse entries related to debts of less than R500 (about US$53), and 1.2‐million judgment listings
from credit bureaux data. It is estimated that the credit records of six‐million people were improved
through this process by September, 2007 (Credit Bureau Monitor, Q3 2007). This provides an
opportunity for housing microlenders to source an increased market that may not be overindebted.

5.2.3 Increased barriers to market entry

The compliance process imposed on MFIs by the NCA has increased operation costs due to more
stringent controls required on existing and new smaller and intermediate‐sized MFIs. NCA
compliance has had a disproportionate effect on smaller MFIs, which are less able to afford the costs,
and will continue to drive consolidation among the second‐ and third‐tier institutions, and a
reduction in the number of third‐tier financial institutions over time. Signs of this are already there,
with various mergers, acquisitions and loan book purchases taking place in the sector and a number
of registrations lapsing with the NCR31.

More concerning is that the NCA has created barriers to new entrants in the microcredit market.
With the housing‐specific MFI sector, many HMFIs are already looking for ways to grow their
portfolios more rapidly, seeking growth opportunities through partnerships or mergers. However,
creating barriers to entry and competition in any economic sector should be taken seriously. Many
interviewees mentioned that it would be difficult for start‐up MFIs to comply with the spirit and
letter of the NCA during their establishment and growth phases, specifically in relation to the
sophistication of systems, procedures and staffing capacity required to meet due diligence criteria32.
Therefore, either new MFIs would require substantial capital to finance their operating deficits during
the early phases of growth of their loan books, or they would struggle to be compliant at least during
this early period of operation33.

5.2.4 Creating new relationships in housing microcredit

In the new, better‐regulated credit environment, HMF in South Africa will grow through both
competition and co‐operation between players in the sector. Shape‐shifting and experimentation will
be necessary to survive and thrive in the future. Some microlenders will move away from housing‐
specific lending towards more balanced lending portfolios, and others will start to experiment with
housing microlending products as additions to their general finance offerings. Large banks will forge
relationships with niche housing microlenders (such as that being discussed between Absa and

29 This refers to the practice of securing and according preference to processing debit orders in favour of certain credit
providers by large banks. This had the effect of relegating smaller players to the end of the debit order queue, resulting in
disproportionately higher levels of default on debit orders.
30 Interestingly, one MFI favoured under the preferential debit order system reported in the interview that there had been
no noticeable change in their debit order rejection rates as a consequence of the implementation of the NEDO system, but
this is probably due to relatively few cases being spread over a multibillion Rand loan book.
31 Two interviewees mentioned that they knew of at least four entities that had subsequently consolidated with, or sold
their loan books to, other interests.
32 Some interviewees went so far as to say that it would be practically impossible for a startup operator to comply with the
NCA during its initial phase of operation. A number of other interviewees agreed that it would be difficult to fully comply
with the NCA without a loan book in the order of at least R30‐million (Will Jimmerson, Roland Pearson).
33 Pakie Mpahlele (Mafori Capital) made the point that it must still be possible for smaller operators to run viable
operations, or there would not be nearly three thousand of such small‐scale entities still in existence.
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Kuyasa Fund), both to learn about and built capacity in the sector. MFIs will continue to merge and
consolidate loan books to improve viability and reach. Point‐of‐sale networks will expand via
relationships with retailers in the building trades, and possibly relationships will be sought with
developers. Finally, new approaches will be adopted to grow HMF books, including listing, courting
overtures from venture capitalists, and procuring wholesale finance, both debt and quasi‐equity,
from DFIs and the open market.

From a finance product perspective, players from across the microfinance spectrum have
demonstrated an ability to develop and implement new microfinance products rapidly in response to
market demand. These include standard microloans, housing‐specific microloans whose use for
housing is controlled, savings‐based microloans for housing, retail store credit, enterprise microloans
and debit and credit cards. Furthermore, their reach has never been greater. A rich array of points of
contact between client and originator also exist, such as extensive branch networks, local community
offices and loan officers, originators based in retail store outlets, call centres, mobile offices and even
cellphone‐based application systems. Once approved, again an increasing range of options exist for
disbursing and controlling the use of microfinance: direct transfer to a bank accounts, direct
payments to suppliers, using debit card and credit card payments, cellphone banking and specified
retail store credit.

5.2.5 Functional specialisation and supply chain integration

While some MFIs have sought to specialise their credit functions through outsourcing, others have
opted for greater integration of the credit supply chain. Increasingly, another strategy followed by
particularly the larger MFIs is to sell their debtors books to specialist collections agencies. A number
of large debt collections agents make a very profitable business of #0.&1'+%*4,'*7,"%*%*4,75H().+3,
books from credit providers. Critics say this could lead to more lax loan origination and management
processes. This dynamic has lead some commentators to question whether a strategy of
specialisation in the microcredit supply chain, such as is common in the United States, should not be
considered for South Africa (Interview: Will Jimmerson). A highly segregated supply chain in the US
relies on separate, specialist originators, credit bureaux, portfolio managers, default management
and foreclosure.

5.2.6 7#%/%.#/6'*2."$)'8,/)"2)0&'&2.$%4'52)#$4

The FSC includes unsecured finance applied to housing purposes in its housing lending targets. With
the continued constraints on conventional housing delivery and mortgage‐backed finance in the FSC
target market, and declining affordability, a greater focus on housing‐related microfinance is likely to
be the result in the future. Certainly, banks are increasingly recognising the business opportunities of
HMF for home improvement, and the role that this plays in improving values, releasing dead capital,
and possibly ultimately resulting in the extending of mortgages on these properties. The interest in
this sector from the largest financial institutions (including Absa, Standard Bank and Old Mutual) and
the establishment of specialist low‐income housing divisions is an indication of this.

5.3 Economic considerations

Changes in the global economy, and specifically the disposition of financial institutions towards low‐
income housing lending after the subprime crisis, will have an effect on the future growth and
development of the HMF sector in South Africa.
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5.3.1 Access to capital

Microfinance players that previously found it difficult to procure lines of credit to grow their
portfolios had started to see a greater availability of wholesale finance facilities from a much wider
grouping of players prior to the international subprime crisis. Wholesale lending by banks to other
financial institutions (including SHIs) for housing purposes within the FSC target market has, for
instance, grown by 38% between 2004 and 2008, to over R900‐million (about US$96‐million) (derived
from FSC Update Presentation, 2008). According to Willem von Emmenis, it is becoming increasingly
evident that RHLF faces greater competition among wholesalers to lend to MFIs that provide housing
microloans. For instance, the Kuyasa Fund has recently found itself being courted by a range of larger
financial institutions, keen to either partner with it in rolling out its branch network, or to provide
wholesale financing, and even to take equity positions (Interview: Olivia Van Rooyen). Mafori
Capital, a recent MFI start‐up that aims to engage in housing lending in the future, has managed to
secure wholesale facilities from an offshore venture capital fund (Musa Capital), as well as a
wholesale facility from RHLF. It is an indication that lines of credit are available even to smaller,
relatively new MFIs, even if it requires significant effort to secure these.

Other MFIs (Blue and African Dawn) have taken the route of listing on the Alt‐X to improve liquidity.

5.3.2 Household indebtedness, impairments and default

Notwithstanding the positive implications of the NCA and the FSC, significant problems still exist with
the total household credit portfolio in South Africa. High levels of indebtedness among especially
lower and middle‐income households have been exacerbated by the push to increase loan portfolios
in the months leading up to the implementation of the NCA in 2007. Household debt in 2008 stands
at almost 80% of disposable income, and consumes about 10% of income on debt servicing34. Of the
16.9‐million (about US$1.8‐million) active credit consumers in September, 2007, the credit bureaux
indicate 37.7% had late payments, adverse records or court order listings35. This figure has worsened
by 1.3% since the previous quarter36.

Of deeper concern is a strong inverse correlation between levels of income and impairments, and
statistical and anecdotal data indicate that this is worsening. Whereas 76% of all accounts are in good
standing, this figure drops to 46.4% for those consumers earning below R3 500 (about US$375) a
month. It is worth noting that these statistics take into account the cleaned credit records of the
credit bureaux.

TABLE 4: Income profile of microcredit consumers and credit standing
Income category
(R/month)

Number of credit
active consumers

Credit active
consumers (% of
total)

Consumers in
good standing37

(%)

Consumers with
Impaired
record38 (%)

Change in
impaired
records
Q2‐Q3
2007

<R3 500 (about US$375) 3.96‐million 23.5% 46.4% 51.9% +1.7%
R3 500 to R7 500(about
US$375 to US$802)

7.54‐million 44.6% 56.9% 43.1% +4.1%

>R7 500 5.40‐million 31.9% 75.9% 24.1% +2.0%
Adapted from NCR Statistics: Credit Bureau Monitor (September, 2007)

34 Stefan Venter, CMS quoted in Business Day (14th March, 2008)
35 Credit Bureaux Monitor (Q3, 2007)
36 Credit Bureaux Monitor (Q3, 2007)
37 Good standing refers to clients whose credit payments are current, one or two months in arrears.
38 Impaired Records indicate payments are three or more months in arrears, or that the client has adverse listings,
judgements and/or administration orders recorded against them.
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It is envisaged that levels of indebtedness (and hence, impairments) should improve over the next
one to two years, as shorter‐term debt is paid off and means tests and consolidated credit bureaux
data are used as the basis for future extension of credit. However, for the next few years managing
the effects of overindebtedness will be key to the long‐term stability within the household credit
market.

Two mitigating factors must be taken into account. First, the vast majority of credit recorded in these
statistics was extended prior to the effective implementation date for the NCA (June, 2007), and
therefore will take some time to meet new regulatory requirements. Second, economic changes are
having an important impact on impairments across the credit sector generally.

How then does this compare to the performance of HMF portfolios? Unfortunately, no definitive data
exists on this subset of microfinance39. Pearson and Greeff reported in 2006 that housing microloans
were 20% more likely to be defaulted on than other microfinance, but there were clearly systemic
and methodological considerations affecting this finding at the time. The preferential debit order
system then in use by some of the large banks such as African Bank, Standard Bank and Absa
relegated smaller MFIs (and therefore effectively all HMFIs) to a secondary level of debit order
collections, which had a higher likelihood of not being honoured. In addition, problems within the
housing microcredit providers increased their poor lending records.

RHLF believes that,)C5.'$$,(15%.,&$%5*(+3,%"#'%."5*(+,'.5,*)<,&)"#'.'H$5,(),)(15.,$'.45.,9@!+;,<%(1,
provisions being in the order of 10% to 15% and write‐offs are on average under 10% (Interview,
Willem Von Emmenis). However, even this better average situation among HMFIs does not tell the
whole story. Just as there are institutions still fighting high levels of default, there are examples of
other HMFIs which through different management practices and lending methodologies have
impairments and write‐offs that are less than half of these figures, and that serve a much lower‐
income sector of society, such as Kuyasa Fund (Interview: Olivia Van Rooyen).

39 The last MFRC report that provided specific housing‐related microfinance statistics was published in 2007.
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6 RECOMMENDATIONS
This section outlines recommended areas for future engagement to extend the effectiveness and
deepen the reach of HMF in South Africa. The recommendations are grouped into broad areas
&)..5+#)*7%*4,<%(1,@%*9'.=,A.0+(3+,)C5.'$$,&)*&5#(0'$,-.'"5<).=,-).,%(+,<).=;,*'"5$6, institutional
infrastructure (Policies, laws, regulations), organisational infrastructure (working with targeted
MFIs) and support infrastructure (research, data, dissemination)

6.1 Institutional infrastructure

The most fundamental blockages to the mainstream adoption of HMF as a viable component of
housing delivery in South Africa stem from political, policy and regulatory constraints in the housing
sector itself.

6.1.1 Lobbying for a review of housing strategy and policy

J1%$+(, )##).(0*%(%5+, 0*7)0H(57$6, 5D%+(, -)., B9@, <%(1%*, /)0(1, 2-.%&'3+, &0..5*(, 75C5$)#"5*('$,
landscape, the extent to which HMF can contribute to the realisation of a larger portion of South
2-.%&'3+, $'(5*(, 1)0+%*4, *557+, %+, #.5-'&57, )*, +0H+('*(%C5, &1'*45+, (), &0..5*(, #)$%(%&'$;, #)$%&6, '*7,
regulatory frameworks. This in turn is impossible without substantive engagements with
government.

Hivos and FinMark Trust should consider lobbying key players in the Department of Housing
nationally in order to further the prospects of developing and implementing alternative housing
delivery modes in South Africa based on incremental housing approach40. Currently, an initiative is
under way under the auspices of RHLF (and it seems supported by the Department of Housing) to
develop a rural housing subsidy mechanism that would provide for individuals to secure the subsidy
on rural land. While this is a step in the right direction, the more important challenge lies in finding
approaches through which primary urban housing development can be stimulated through an
incremental housing development approach, rather than solely through large‐scale subsidised
development.

The aim of such an intervention is to enable a range of smaller‐scale housing developers and
individuals themselves to actively participate in the land purchase and incremental housing
development process in a more complete manner, through the ability to access and combine
subsidies and microcredit and to provide greater inputs into the form of housing produced as a
result. It is proposed that models be considered that utilise the capacity of MFIs and Banks to
administer the subsidy disbursement process as a service, and in a way that it can be coupled to the
provision of microfinance. This model of housing delivery will also require a review of the current
minimum standards for housing.

6.1.2 Reviewing roles of DFIs

A new focus is required from the wide range of development actors able to influence the housing
supply side of the HMF equation. A15, KB@P, '*7, ?B8@3+,")75+(, %"#'&(, )*, (15, 75C5$)#"5*(, '*7,
growth of HMF in South Africa in relation to the amount of resources expended on them is addressed
in other publications41. Inputs should be made into the process of defining the future role of DFIs in
relation to housing finance generally, and HMF specifically in South Africa.

40 Such a programme could be supported through Hivos3, L0%$7%*4, L.%745+, #.)4.'""5;, <1%&1, -)&0+5+, )*, $)HH6%*4, '*7,
mobilising public support.
41Pearson and Greeff (2006) and Matthew Nell & Associates (2002).
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2,.5C%5<,)-,/)0(1,2-.%&'3+,1)0+%*4‐related DFIs has been completed by Treasury, and there will be
changes in the structure and functioning of these DFIs in the near future. There is still a role for a
more focused and streamlined DFI framework that incorporates the substantial knowledge and
experience housed in the existing DFIs in relation to HMF. It would therefore be valuable to make
representations to Treasury regarding envisaged priority functions for a reformulated DFI framework
in relation to the growth and development of HMF in South Africa.

DFIs, however they may be transformed must broaden their focus beyond the wholesale financing
role. Proposed future roles for a future DFI framework to undertake in the HMF space include some
functions currently being performed by RHLF42 and to a lesser extent the NHFC.

! Wholesale lending to (specifically smaller) MFIs to improve liquidity to grow their lending
portfolios.

! Providing subordinated / mezzanine debt / quasi‐equity facilities to provide a further level of
security to growing MFIs engaged in housing lending to procure additional capital in the
marketplace, as it provides a level of security to other funders.

! Pilot lending projects must be considered that reach deeper into under‐and un‐served market
segments and that apply specifically to new housing market areas, and new housing‐specific
products need to be designed and tested.

! Should housing microlending grow substantially in the foreseeable future, consideration should
(15*, H5, 4%C5*, (), (15, &.5'(%)*, )-, '*, N2#5D, @0*73, &'#'&%(6;, )., 5D(5*7%*4, (15, &'#'&%(6, '*7,
capabilities of SAMAF to source, package and on‐lend wholesale finance to MFIs engaged in
housing lending from various sources. This could possibly lead to the securitisation of such
portfolios, but this should only be considered if HMF portfolios show substantial growth and if
the detailed statistical analyses on the sector indicate conclusive benefits of housing
microlending over other types of microlending.

! Championing HMF through formal and informal engagements with finance institutions,
regulatory authorities and political players.

! Developing and piloting new housing delivery programmes as envisaged above.

6.2 Organisational Infrastructure
Supporting the growth of organisational infrastructure of HMF players is another way that the HMF
sector can be strengthened and extended.

6.2.1 Facilitative support programmes for incremental housing

Providing support to households and/or projects will be key if microfinance is to be effectively turned
into houses. Providing targeted, quality housing development support services will greatly assist to
disseminate the knowledge required by users of HMF to ensure optimal application of these
resources. While there have been some experiences (both good and bad) in this field, a new,
comprehensive approach to housing support services is needed.

Possible support includes access to generic plans covering a range of dwellings and affordability
levels, opportunities for incremental building, fast and well‐priced planning approvals, access to
professionals (such as architects and structural engineers) who could assist with site‐specific issues,
access to reputable contractors and other service providers in the building trades, advice on

42 Currently, RHLF undertakes many of these functions, but on a small scale due to organisational and financial capacity
&)*+(.'%*(+;,'*7,#.%"'.%$6,-)&0+57,)*,.0.'$,&)""0*%(%5+:,!(,<)0$7,(15.5-).5,H5,$)4%&'$,(),$))=,'(,5D(5*7%*4,?B8@3+,"'*7'(5,
and capacities as the MFI of choice to facilitate housing microlending in South Africa.
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accessing building materials, advice on, and access to, appropriate financing solutions and advice on
eligibility for and facilitated access to housing‐related subsidies (if eligibility exists).

Such co‐ordinated support services could be provided by provincial or local government, but may be
more appropriately managed by housing credit providers, or by independent NGOs engaged in the
housing process.

6.2.2 Capacitation of housing microfinance‐based pilot incremental housing development

Housing‐focused microlending innovations undertaken by banks, non‐bank lenders, non‐
governmental organisations, not‐for‐profit organisations and community groups create a growing
knowledge base and culture of innovation. This, as well as lessons learned from recent failures, has
resulted in a closer understanding both of what works in converting microfinance to housing. By
building on these lessons, learning from p'+(, -'%$0.5+, '*7, $5C5.'4%*4, /)0(1, 2-.%&'3+3, +)$%7, -%*'*&%'$,
sector and credit market platform, a vibrant, viable and relevant HMF sector seems realisable.

It is proposed that resources be made available, or are applied for, from one of the existing
innovation funds43 to support the development of incremental housing processes linked to
microlending methodologies in Southern Africa44.

Incremental housing will benefit from a facilitative hand from local government. Identification,
planning and release of appropriate land becomes a critical component for the growth of alternative
housing delivery, but can also be done on a smaller scale than normal and could even be used to
densify existing areas. Expediting planning, design and approvals processes, and streamlining service
connections also become important. For instance, general building guidelines (or standardised plans)
could be used to facilitate development by smaller‐scale, local builders.

6.2.3 Support to emerging microfinance institutions offering housing microfinance

Consideration should be given to a programme of organisational support related to the development
of MFIs engaging in, or wishing to engage in, housing microlending. This programme differs from the
Innovation Fund in that it focuses on institutional capacity, not lending methodologies and products.
Failures and restructuring within the housing‐specific microfinance sector over the last five years
have had more to do with general institutional failure than with the fact that such institutions were
focusing on housing lending. Smaller MFIs, as well as those focused on HMF, face increased
operational pressures post implementation of the NCA and in the current lending environment.
Many are now opting for more radical restructuring, such as buy‐outs and loan book consolidations
with other entities to improve viability. This is, however, likely to dilute the focus of those who are
innovating in the housing credit space.

Targeted support to organisations to improve institutional capacity to become viable microlenders is
the focus of this programme. This should include:

! Organisational / institutional capacity / due diligence audits;
! Defining and implementing sound governance systems and clear business strategy;
! Reviewing operating procedures including credit assessment, loan origination, loan

management, default management and foreclosures;
! Defining, sourcing and implementing information and communications technologies to improve

operational efficiencies; and

43 These include the,?B8@,9'.=5(,Z5C5$)#"5*(,@0*7,'*7,(15,ZL/23+,%**)C'(%)*,@0*7:
44 Such a fund could be +0##).(57,H6,B%C)+3,#.)4.'""5 of Access to Opportunities (in relation to financial services and
enterprise development).
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! Assisting with other aspects of operational performance necessary to ensure NCA compliance.

The continued engagement of facilitative and donor agencies in the HMF sector is likely to play an
important role in this area. Financial and technical support for research and development work, as
well as direct support provided to innovative HMF programmes, create the opportunity for critical
analysis and open debate about successes and failures in housing microfinance, and hence support
the future of the sector.

6.3 Other support infrastructure

In addition to the institutional and organisational infrastructure support, a number of other steps
will also further the cause of HMF in South Africa.

6.3.1 Support for further research into housing microfinance in South Africa

It is proposed that FinMark and Hivos consider supporting a multi‐year programme to research the
HMF sector in South Africa. HMF in South Africa is undergoing adjustment, due to three interrelated
pressures: developing institutional viability after the upheavals in the microfinance sector over the
last five years, the effects of ensuring compliance with the NCA, and the macro‐economic changes
affecting microlending generally. During this transformation, it is important to track changes in the
microfinance sector generally, and in HMF specifically.

It is proposed that financial and professional support be made available for a three‐ to five‐year
research programme related to the HMF sector. This programme will require the definition of an
accepted framework for analysis. If possible, this should be developed with the co‐operation of the
NCR so that it may become an analytical tool for the NCR in the future. This research programme
should include at least the following aspects:

! 2**0'$,(.'&=%*4,'*7,'*'$6+%+,)-,(15,#5.-)."'*&5,)-,/)0(1,2-.%&'3+,B9@,+5&().:,P1'*ges to, and
the loss of, specific HMF reporting from the NCR on housing‐specific microlending is of concern,
as there is little way of determining accurately the status of the HMF sector45.

! Assessment of the growth and structural changes in the HMF sector over this period, as well as
developing and applying benchmarking metrics for the assessment of housing microlending in
relation to other sub‐categories of microfinance.

! Determining the proportion and volumes of general microfinance that is applied to housing
purposes from different sectors of the microfinance industry (large banks, MFIs, HMFIs and
community groups)

! Analysing how this finance is applied to housing.
! Determining the range of product types, terms and conditions of HMF in the South African

market that are applied to housing.
! Assessing the performance of specific HMF portfolios within banks, MFIs and HMFIS with the

aim of determining and comparing real levels of risk and profitability experienced within HMF
portfolios in relative to other sub‐categories of microfinance.

! Understanding how technical housing support services can be offered by HMFIs and MFIs to
increase the targeting of housing‐related microfinance.

45,/%*&5,(15,('=5)C5.,)-,(15,9@?P3+,.5+#)*+%H%$%(%5s by the NCR, housing‐specific MFI statistics are now included in the general statistics for
the microfinance sector as a whole. In any event, the previous tracking of HMFIs by the MFRC covers only a small part of the HMF
originated in South Africa. According to the NCR, it is unlikely that sectoral lending statistics will be produced in the foreseeable future,
and the current format of statistics produced from information returns from lenders in terms of the NCA are of little use in analysing
housing microlending in South Africa and is likely to be broadly indicative at best. (Interview, Gabriel Davel).
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Practically, it is suggested that HIVOS allocate funds to FinMark Trust, and that FinMark Trust manage
this scope of work.

6.3.2 Dissemination of information on housing microfinance

Consideration should be given to lobbying for the development of national campaigns focused on the
housing microcredit target market, relating to the benefits and costs of procuring microfinance for
housing. A number of studies have shown that many people are either unaware of formal financial
markets or do not understand the workings and costs of consumer credit. In addition, while
household indebtedness has reached high levels, little of this finds its way into long‐term assets, with
most being consumer credit. An orchestrated campaign espousing the benefits of borrowing for
housing, identifying the sources of HMF, and outlining how this can be afforded and applied to
housing would build awareness of the options among the target market. Such a campaign should be
orchestrated between key players in the industry, such as the Department of Housing, the NCR and
credit industry representatives such as the Banking Council.
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